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Praise for this book:
“As a new recruit and fresh graduate of the ‘Mech Academy,
Instructor-General Havener’s guide was invaluable in keeping
me from painting my new chariot like a scrub. I can’t wait to
read version two, if I live that long.” – Jayus “Deathrattle”
Steinerton
"Great job with this book. I wish I had a resource like it when I
was just starting out." -- Mark Hacker
"Thanks for assembling this! I've found it really helpful and
inspiring!" -- Andrew Bradt
"I've watched dozens if not hundreds of video tutorials how-to
guides on basing, glazing, blending, you name it.
Your E-book is the most comprehensive and well-explained
guide to miniature craft and painting I have ever seen! You
really should be proud of this and are a legend for this kind of
contribution to the painting and wargaming community!
Just in reading the first introduction section I learned six
different very useful tips. Using a sponge to form a point and
Legos while gluing, these are just amazing tips for someone like
me to name a few!
I can't tell you enough how much I personally appreciate your
work in this E-book and the dedication you took to make it!" -Spencer Sparks
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Preface
This e-book is a compilation and expansion of the various help
articles I originally had posted on my website The Battletech
Zone, as well as other tips and tricks I have found along my
journey to be a better painter.
This 4th edition reflects something we should all be doing,
namely continuously learning and expanding our knowledge
base and skillsets. The day you don’t learn something new is a
wasted day.
This book is formatted so it can be printed, so there are some
empty pages. I will endeavor to fill them up in the next edition.
Unless otherwise noted, all content and images in this e-book
are © 2018-2020 Mark G. Havener. Attribution given to the
creator/owner if known.
Dedicated to:
My Beautiful Blushing Bride of 32 years. Why she has stuck
with me this long I don’t know, I can only be grateful that she
decides to wake up next to me every morning.
And to all of the other wives and girlfriends who have no idea
why we do this hobby and tolerate this part of our lives.
Guys, if your girlfriend paints miniatures and plays BattleTech
with you, Wife her up.
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Thanks be to:
Michael Hollihan, who made sure my spelling and grammar are
correct, my use of the Oxford Comma is minimal, and that I
didn’t mix my colloquialisms, similes and metaphors
incorrectly.
Anthony Wilson and Robert Gordon, for providing a
procedural reality check and making sure that I’m not BS’ing
you.
Heather Blush, who is the Director of the HMGS Hobby
University. I attended a class of hers called “Leveling Up Your
Painting.” I was able to drink deeply from her fountain of
knowledge and learned many things from Heather. She gave me
permission to share her knowledge with you, it’s Appendix A.
David Bruner and Cody [Redacted] for helping me find some
hard toothbrushes and to consider using an ultrasonic cleaner to
quickly strip my miniatures naked.
Erik Socwell for stealing his kids’ Silly Putty and teaching me
how to use it for modeling.
Chuck Wilke for not only showing me the idea for using clear
hex bases, but inspiring me to write Chapter 15 due to his
horrendous photographic ability. 
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Introduction
This book is the summation of my experiences and what I use
and how I do it. My way is assuredly not the way. I am giving
you a starting point, where you go after this is all on you. I
encourage you to take me and every other content creator out
there with a grain of salt. As the old Russian saying goes,
“Trust, but verify.”
I can assure you I have used all of the tools I recommend, unless
I say I haven’t. I also use all of the techniques I explain here.
They are what I do. The DIY projects I have all built, how else
did I get pictures of them? ;-)
While I am primarily writing from a BattleTech perspective, I
have kept things general enough so you can apply everything I
say to any miniatures wargame.
This e-book is meant for someone who has never painted a
miniature before. While any player can always learn something
new here, I am writing this for someone who just asked the
question, “This looks great! How do I get into this?”
I put this e-book together because I love when people join the
miniature wargaming community. I remember when I played a
demo game of Warhammer 40,000 (40k) in 1989, I was
intimidated by how realistically the miniatures were painted.
Here I am today, 30+ years later, and this is my effort to give
back.
This book is the equivalent of a 1st grade reading primer (“See
Spot. See Spot run.” Hence the title). I am writing this from the
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position that you, dear reader, know absolutely nothing about
painting miniatures. I will not ass-u-me that you already know a
term or method. So be honored if you think I’m over-explaining
something, because that means you know more than somebody
else. I’ve been told, “The best way to explain something to
another person is to do it so simply that anyone who has any
knowledge on the subject thinks you’re an idiot.” That being
said, if you think that you can paint miniatures like the picture
below after reading this e-book (assuming, of course, that you
couldn’t paint like it before reading this e-book), let me pop that
balloon right now.

You’re not going to learn how to paint like this
reading this book. But this book is a good starting point.
Used with permission of Armypainter.com.
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No way, no how are there any Advanced or Masterclass tips or
tricks in here. You do get some Intermediate tips and neat side
projects. I can get you to a tabletop standard and that’s all I
promise. Tabletop standard means the miniature looks realistic
at arm’s length.
Now, if you take to heart everything in this e-book, then
continue your education with other painting books, videos and
many hours of work, can you paint on a Masterclass level? Yes,
because I believe in you.
I am not painting at a Masterclass level because simply put, I do
not have the time nor desire paint my miniatures to that level. I
am perfectly happy with my miniatures painted to tabletop
standard. I prefer to spend my limited gaming time fighting
battles with friends using these miniatures than to spend my time
painting them.
I have written this book in a conversational manner, i.e., I want
you to read this book this like I’m sitting on the other side of the
table (or on the couch next to you, but still doing the “social
distancing” thing) and explaining all of this to you. I intend to be
humorous in the tone of my conversation with you because in
the classes I have taught I have found humor helps you retain the
knowledge longer. So please take this in such a tone and have
fun!
I suggest you read this entire book several times before you do
anything so you absorb most of the information and it goes click
in your mind when you’re doing something.
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LEGALESE:
I hate the legal stuff. I hate getting sued more. So let’s get it out
of the way.
1. If you do everything I suggest in the following pages, you
will be occasionally dealing with caustic and volatile
chemicals, sharp instruments and power tools. I ask that
you strictly adhere to all safety protocols concerning these
things and always use the appropriate personal protective
equipment when necessary. I ask that you seek
knowledgeable advice before you use them if you are not
familiar with their use. I don’t count because I can’t answer
questions. The last thing I want to have happen is you
getting hurt by drastically exceeding your skillset. Please
finish all of your projects with all of the fingers (and other
body parts) you started with. No more and certainly no less.
2. All that being said, the responsibility for your safety and
continued well-being is in your hands, not mine. Go slow,
be careful and ask a lot of questions of those more
knowledgeable than yourself.
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Personal Story #1:
In 2004 I discovered MidSouthCon (the biggest gaming and sci-fi
convention in my area) was going to have a Games Workshop
(GW) 40k tournament. I had painted my own BattleTech units
while I was stationed in Guam in the late 80’s/early 90’s, however
I had not actually painted any new miniatures since then. I was
basically starting over as far as painting miniatures. I was just
getting into 40K when I decided to participate. I grabbed a bunch
of Space Marine units along with a couple cans of Citadel
Ultramarine Blue spray paint and a Citadel paint pot of
Ultramarine Blue. I had to build and paint a 1,750-point force
and I had 4 weeks to accomplish this task. This was about 45
Marines and a half-dozen vehicles to give you a scale of the task.
GW has a “3 color rule” for their tournaments, meaning three
distinct colors had to be on the miniature for it to be a valid unit
for the tournament.
I proceeded to spray paint to paint all the parts on the sprue, then
painting the details before assembly. I would then dab the paint
pot paint to cover the naked areas where the parts came off the
sprues.
Everything went according to schedule until the “Paint Pot
Debacle.” This is when I found out, 3 days before the con, that the
shade of Ultramarine Blue in the paint pot was not the same shade
of Ultramarine Blue of the spray can.
The end result was I had a two-tone force that looked like it had
been painted by a drunk, one-eyed monkey missing several fingers
and tripping on LSD. I vowed never to paint miniatures this badly
again.
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
-A Purple Heart just goes to prove that were you smart enough
to think of a plan, stupid enough to try it, and lucky enough
to survive it.
-There is always a way, and it usually doesn't work.
-The weapon that usually jams when you need it the most is
the SAW.
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Chapter 1
You Must Start at the Beginning
Great! Welcome Aboard! Someone has given you this e-book
after you have played your first game of BattleTech,
Warhammer 40k, Infinity, or any other miniature game out
there. Or, you found this on your own, probably by visiting The
BattleTech Zone. Either of these works for me. You are
probably pumped, excited and enthusiastic. You want to buy
everything out there for this game right now.
Stop. Hold on. Take a breath.
I have been where you are and I want you to experience the
good side of this rush for years to come. For right now, put your
money away. There is much to do before you buy your first
miniature.
In any miniatures wargame, there are multiple factions, each
with their own individuality and backstory. A faction will have a
certain style of play. A faction’s total force is made up of
multiple units. Those units will excel in certain types of combat
(recon, direct fire, indirect fire, close combat, anti-armor, etc.)
and perform poorly in other types of combat. A unit designed for
indirect fire support will probably be terrible in a close combat
situation. Think Rock-Paper-Scissors-Lizard-Spock.
TIP #1: Play Other Players Miniatures (OPMs’) at first. You
more than likely found a group of gamers and they already have
everything you need to play. Borrow their armies and try them
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out to discover what faction/units fits your style of play best. I
also suggest this because you may end up not liking this
particular game. There is absolutely no shame in this at all. Isn’t
it better to find out that you don’t like a game before you spend
several hundred dollars on miniatures and stuff for it?
I want you in this hobby for the long haul like I have been. I also
do not want you buying $1,000 of books, miniatures and gameaids on your 2nd day in the hobby. This leads to living on the “air
and ramen” diet if you’re single, or sleeping on the couch for the
next month (or more) if your Significant Other isn’t as excited
about this new hobby as you are.
Tip #2: Treat OPMs’ better than your own. I’m going to lay
this out right here. When someone else’s miniatures are in your
control, treat those miniatures with care and respect. A player
can easily invest two to four hours in the construction and
painting of a single miniature. Respect that person and their
property by treating that miniature better than how you would
treat your own. You will find that you will be treated by the
other players by how you treat their miniatures. Poor treatment
of miniatures (and players) will result in few opportunities to
play because no one will want to be across the table from you.
Tip #3: Don’t powergame. Please live by this maxim while
gaming:
The object of the game is to win.
The purpose of the game is to have fun.
Never confuse the two.
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Powergaming (alternative terms like “min-max,” “cheese/
cheesy” and “beardy” are also used) means to build your force
for a game in such a way that while it is within the rules, it is
pretty much unstoppable for a player who hasn’t designed a list
specifically to counter it. It is hard (but not impossible) to
powergame a list in Battletech. Please don’t try.
Personal Story #2
I powergamed a 40k list once. I was in a 40k tournament at the
local GW Battle Bunker and faced off against the store
manager. While he had a “min-max” list (minimum points in the
required units, maximum points into a single “super-duper-killeverything-they-see” unit), my list was balanced. My trick was I
had a super-commander where he normally wasn’t able to be.
My super commander (along with my opponents’ poor dice
rolling) caused most of his forces to fall back to his board edge
in turn one and then forced half of his points to retreat off the
board in turn two. He surrendered and packed up his army at
that point. Yes, I had won, but it was a hollow victory. We were
done in 30 minutes and my opponent was emotionally crushed
(he was used to being the crusher, not crushee) and he never
had a chance against me. I never felt so bad in my life.
Experienced players who take great joy in crushing new players
who are just starting out end up only discouraging those new
players (such as yourself) the most. This means you abandon the
hobby, and the powergamer eventually runs out of opponents.
No one wants to play against “that guy.” Please don’t be “that
guy.”
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Tip #4: Budget your purchases and take your time. Too much,
too fast leads to burning-out, which is the last thing I want to
happen to you. Believe me, it’s intimidating when you walk into
the room where you paint and there are 50 miniatures staring at
you, silently beckoning to you, “Build us. Paint us.”
As a personal note, I currently have eighty miniatures in various
stages of assembly and painting on my work table as I write this.
2nd ed. note, I finished all of them! Yay me! The bad news
is there’s more. There’s always more…
3rd ed. note, I now have a total of 127 ‘Mechs, 57
vehicles, 6 aircraft and 28 battle armor stretched out
through seven battalions, along with 3 dropships and a
bunch of turrets, all ready to play. Now to just
completely fill out the incomplete TO&E’s…
4th ed. note, I now have added over a dozen 3D printed
miniatures. I am well on the way to seven complete
battalions, or 252 miniatures. Two more battalions and
I’ll have two complete Regimental Combat Teams.
For right now, if you must buy something, buy the rulebook, or
the starter set if it has a rulebook. Put the miniatures aside and
just read the rules of the game. Play games with other players
and have them show you the strong and weak points of the
factions and units.
Keep telling yourself, “This is a marathon, not a sprint.”
Tip #5: Savor the journey, there is no destination. Quite
frankly, you will never get to a destination because there will
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always be new miniatures, units and factions (and whole new
game systems!) coming out for you to assemble, paint and play.
This process will continue your entire time in miniature
wargaming. Right now I can drop 218 combat units on one table
at the same time. I still have miniatures to assemble and paint.
Your minimum objective should be to put well-painted
miniatures on a table and effectively fight with them. To
complete that objective, you need to take your time, learn the
basics and build your foundation properly.
Tip #6: Build your list, then buy your miniatures. My son also
plays BattleTech. When he first started buying his own
miniatures, he succumbed to the coolness factor of how units
looked rather than how they fought. He had a pool of units that
was 90% Assault ‘Mechs. Cool and fun to play, but not very
realistic (within the confines of the Battletech Universe). I am
happy to report he has corrected this error and can now field a
balanced mix of units.
Once you know what units you like to play with and fit your
style, buy and paint only them first. Purchasing and painting 50
miniatures that look cool but you will never play them because
they don’t fit your play style is not the best use of your time or
cash when you are just starting out. If you want to paint
miniatures for a display case, I suggest you develop your
painting skills, techniques and methods on the miniatures you
will play with first. Know what you will most likely use, what
your most likely alternative options are, then build those and
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leave your force at that until something else catches your eye
and wallet.
Tip #7: Enjoy yourself! This is supposed to be a fun and
enjoyable activity for you. In reality, it’s going to be 93% grind
learning how to paint and play well. Once you can do that, the
7% is the payoff. The Oohs and Ahs when players admire your
miniatures makes the first 93% worth it.
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[This page is left intentionally blank]
Rats. Page 7 and I already have one of these? Really?
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
-If it’s stupid but it works, it isn’t stupid.
-The most dangerous thing in the world is a Second
Lieutenant with a map and a compass.
-If you are forward of your position, your artillery will fall
short.
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Chapter 2
Tools and Implements
This chapter will lay out all of the tools and accessories I have
and you will most likely need to start out with. More advanced
chapters will have their own section. I suggest you acquire the
implements in this chapter before you start on this journey,
because you might have to search for some time to find some of
them.
I ask that you always buy from your Friendly Local Game Store
(FLGS) first, even if his prices are a bit higher than online.
Support your FLGS because that’s most likely where you go to
play. No FLGS, no place to play; it’s as simple as that. If your
FLGS doesn’t carry it and they can’t special order it, you can get
most of these items from your local Arts and Crafts store.
Always buy local first, small businesses before Box
stores or chains. When online, buy from small
businesses before Amazon and the like. You get better
service and grateful business people who care if you go
away happy when you patronize small businesses. If
you’re complaining that the “Mom-and-Pop” store is
$1.50 more expensive than Amazon, remember you’re
putting food on the table for a family in your town
when you buy local. I ran a game store, this is kind of
personal for me.
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UPDATE: I have been doing a lot of painting and working with
my tools and implements since writing the first edition of this
book and have come to at least several epiphanies.
First, I tried to “go cheap” on several things and have paid for it,
just not in cash. I kept paying until I decided to upgrade. While I
am going to continue to show the “less expensive” options and
methods, but I am going to recommend you get the better stuff
first, or at least as soon as possible.
The reason for this is if you really are just starting out, you’re
already going to be struggling to develop your painting skills.
Getting the “cheap” tools will make it more difficult because not
only are you struggling to build your skills, but also to overcome
the shortcomings of the cheap tools. The good stuff is bit more
expensive money-wise, but it’s also a lot easier when working
with them.
Second, my day job is repairing stuff. I have several tools I
might use once a week or less, but when I need that tool, I need
that tool. While I can get the repair done using my “daily tools,”
it makes the process a lot more difficult than by using the
“specialist” tool. You may think “I’ll never need <insert tool
here>.” I assure you, if you don’t have it, it will take 3 times as
long and be four times more frustrating to get the job done. But
go ahead, wait until you need it. I recommend these tools
because I use them. I may use my wet palette only once every 34 painting sessions, but there’s no substitute for it when I need
it.
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DISCLAIMER: I will be mentioning the specific necessary
tools and supplies and the places where you can buy them
throughout this chapter and hyperlinking to them. I have no
financial ties, contracts, advertising deals, kickbacks,
commissions or anything like that with any of them. I
recommend these products because I like them and personally
use them, or that is the product I would purchase for that need. I
will never recommend a product I would not use personally. The
default link is to Amazon, just to show you what it looks like,
etc. Again, please try to get it local first.
Here is everything I use or suggest. Other than the paint station
and combination kit at the beginning, these tools and
implements are presented in alphabetical order. Heather’s
Hobby University PDF in Appendix A has more and alternate
sources to acquire what you need.
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Paint Station

This is the central point for all of your modeling and painting. A
painting station will help you organize your tools, materials and
miniatures in one place. The bottom end of this range is
something like a shoebox, where things will rattle around, get
lost, damaged and so on. Or you can use something that will
keep your tools and accessories safe. Tackle boxes are better
than shoeboxes, however there’s always some little shortcoming
with something not quite fitting nicely or completely.
I suggest a modular paint station, and there are dozens of types
made by small businesses out of MDF, acrylic or 3-D printed. A
simple “miniature paint station” in your preferred search engine
will yield a plethora of choices. I am sure one will “fill your
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bill.” You can get something that is a permanent setup, or you
can get one that can collapse into a tote or kit if you share the
space with people or animals. I suggest something you can fold
up or secure when you’re not there if you have cats. They get
into everything.
I use the Ultimate Paint Station from Warmage.de. This holds up
to 106 dropper paint bottles and 18 paint pots, plus most of your
tools and accessories I describe below. The wonderful feature
about this station is it collapses into a single tote that carries
90% of everything you use so you can easily store or carry it
anywhere and paint with it.
Combo Set
This particular Combination
Modeling Set has many of
the tools I discuss below in
one set. If you are starting
from nothing and have a
small budget, this is a product
I would seriously consider.
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Acetone
Acetone is used in modeling as a
solvent to superglue. You can buy
it in stores like Walgreen's as nail
polish remover. If someone asks,
tell them it's for your wife. I use
this bottle type to pump some
acetone up to wet the cotton swabs
(explained later). I then dab the
acetone onto the cyanoacrylate
residue from old joints to soften
them before you use your dental
tools to get the glue out of the joint so you can reapply new
cyanoacrylate to repair the joint.
Acid Brushes
“Acid brushes” are
a generic term for
a cheap, one-use
brush. They come
in a variety of
brush and handle
sizes. You can buy
several of them for a dollar, so don’t feel bad throwing them in
the trash after a single session of use. I have taken to using these
to brush on the Quickshade I discuss in Chapter 11 and to help
clean my airbrush. This way I don’t have to soak my painting
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brushes in mineral spirits to clean them up when I’m done with
that task.
Adhesives
There are four basic types of glue
used in miniatures and miniature
construction. White glue, plastic
cement, epoxy and cyanoacrylate,
commonly known as superglue.
Plastic cement isn’t here because
it’s not the best adhesive to use in
this context. Each type of adhesive
bonds parts together, just in
different ways. Each has their own
advantages and disadvantages.
White glue (commonly known as Elmer’s Glue in the US, PVA
in the UK) is not used in any plastic or metal miniature
assembly. It is used, however in the assembly of MDF and other
wood-type parts. The bond formed is actually stronger than the
wood itself, (i.e. if you glue two pieces together, one of the
pieces will break before the bond). Using PVA on a metal-tometal bond will not work. I need to make that clear because
some people might try.
I use this whenever one material to be bonded is wood or woodbased. I also use this to adhere flock to a base or in small dabs to
hold static grass (see Flocking below) to the base of a miniature.
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Plastic cement is a chemical solvent that softens the plastic
parts and when you press them together, they merge into one
part. The solvent then evaporates and the plastic resumes its
hardness. If you get any plastic cement where it isn't supposed to
go (like the outside of a car door) even for a second or two, the
cement will start softening the surface and when you wipe it off,
a permanent smudge will remain. This adhesive is good for
certain types of plastic only. Plastic cement will not work on 3D printed miniatures or the plastic miniatures found in the
BattleTech Box Set. Plastic cement will work on the plastic 40k
miniatures.
Epoxy is a two-part exothermic (it gets hot) viscous fluid
consisting of the resin and a hardener. The hardening process
starts as soon as the two liquids are mixed together. All epoxies
are “time-rated,” (i.e., 5 minute, 30 minute, etc.) which means
“start the timer when you start mixing. You have that long to
complete the mixing, apply the epoxy and get the parts together
the way you want them before the glue really begins to set.”
Epoxy’s claim to fame is it is a bit more flexible than
cyanoacrylate and holds more materials than PVA glue.
Epoxy is not generally used on miniatures because it is
cumbersome in the handling, mixing, storage, and so on. I have
used it on other related stuff, but when you need this, you need
this because nothing else will do.
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ALWAYS, ALWAYS, ALWAYS use gloves when using
epoxy. If the epoxy hardens on your skin, it will either have to
wear off or take your skin with it when you remove it. You can
also get chemical burns from epoxy. The worst part is skin
sensitivity, which means severe skin reactions whenever epoxy
touches you. Don’t blow this caution off, please.
When using epoxy, use your craft sticks and paper cups. Don’t
use the “mixing needle” that comes with it. That’s a single-use
part and you won’t be using the entire syringe at one time.
Squeeze the epoxy into the cup (equal parts from both tubes),
then quickly mix with the craft stick and use that stick to apply.
Cyanoacrylate (Superglue) is
a liquid that crystalizes in the
presence of water. It grabs onto
the parts involved, absorbs
moisture from the parts and
freezes them in place by
crystalizing. It has a very high
base tensile strength (it’s very
strong). However it can’t hold
well over a large gap (more
than .05mm or 1/64th of an
inch) because if the gap is too
long, the crystalline bonds
become fragile from their
extended length, leading to a
weakness in the joint and can break with less force. The
disadvantage to this glue is you must hold the joint still until the
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glue crystalizes, which can take a while in some cases. It is also
very easy to get on your fingers and stick them together.
There are several different types of superglue, the only major
difference is their viscosity (how thick the liquid is and how it
flows). There is the "gap filling" type, which is a thin
consistency. You can hold the parts slightly apart, then drop the
glue onto the gap and it will wick itself farther into the gap by
capillary action. Then you have the “gel” type, which is much
thicker and stays where it is put. The type you use is dependent
on your personal tastes (don’t actually taste it, that’s bad for
you). Be prepared to hold very still for a couple of minutes using
this glue, because sometimes it takes that long for the glue to set.
If a joint is taking a while to set, you can use your Legos and
Play-Doh (detailed later in this chapter) to prop the part in place
until the glue dries. If you don’t have kids, you can buy some
without too much hassle or suspicion. I think.
There is a way to cut the cure time down to just a couple of
seconds, but it comes at a cost. I personally do not use this, but I
believe you should make your own choices. If you have "Zip
Kicker," "InstaCure" or any of the other cyanoacrylate
accelerants out there, once you have the glue in the joint and the
parts in position, spray a bit on the joint. It will cause the
superglue to cure in under 5 seconds by overloading it with
water and forcing it to cure rapidly instead of naturally. The
problem here is you will sacrifice some of the strength of the
bond by curing it so quickly. The crystalline chains which hold
things together will be shorter. Something to consider. Normally
it will not make a big difference in the scheme of things, but if
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you have delicate and/or heavy parts like wings, etc. I suggest
you let it cure naturally and completely for maximum strength.

Brushes
You brushes are your
most important tools.
It’s real difficult to
get
paint
on
miniatures
without
them. I do a deep dive
about them in Chapter
3. These are the Army Painter Wargamer Class brushes. I like
them because of their triangular handles are easier for me to grip
for extended periods.
I am very near-sighted (my focal distance is about 4-5” past my
nose) and my glasses don’t allow me to focus close enough to do
the level of painting I like to do. So, I have to take my glasses
off, which makes the whole world a blur.
For 90% of my painting I use four brushes, the Army Painter
Character, Detail, Insane Detail and The Psycho. My original
idea was to lay them down in a particular order so I could see at
a (blurry) glance what brush I have in my hand. I can’t read the
brush because I’m left-handed so the writing is upside-down.
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Then I came up with this idea:
The mnemonic that
gives the colors of
the rainbow in order
is ROY G. BIV,
which I had to learn
when I became a
SCUBA diving instructor. That’s Red, Orange, Yellow, Green,
Blue, Indigo and Violet. I painted a band around each end of the
handle, starting with the largest, so now I can see which brush is
which without glasses from an arm’s length away.
Brush Cleaner
I will discuss this in detail in
Chapter 3 in the “aftercare” part.
This is for thoroughly cleaning
your brushes after your painting
session is complete. You brush
the bristles back-and-forth over
the coil to knock any remaining
paint particles out of the bristles.
This is NOT to be used as a water
container to clear your brushes
while you’re using them. You can
use their liquid (toxic if you drink
it) or water. I prefer water.
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Brush soap
If you ever commit the ultimate
painting sin and get dried paint in the
heel of your brush, some of this might
help to clean and restore your brush.
This should
also be part
of your aftercare routine as well to
keep your brushes going for years.
You drag the wet bristles through the
soap, then twirl the bristles in the
crease just below your pinkie finger.
Then rinse in clean water, then run it through the Brush Cleaner.
I have also had basic soap suggested to me.
Brush sponge
I have been making a horrendous
error all of my painting career and
never realized it until recently. I
would dip my brush in water, then
drag it across a paper towel while
twirling the brush to form the
point, then dipping the brush into
the paint and painting. You need to form your brush point on a
wet surface to keep the brush wet, which helps with the
absorption and release of the paint from the bristles. Hence, this
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idea of cutting a part of a regular (UNUSED) kitchen sponge
and keeping it wet, usually by keeping it in your wet palate.
Bucket
You will need at least three
2-gallon plastic buckets.
Two
for
stripping
miniatures, one to soak
your ceramic palate when
you’re not using it. I
suggest you label the
buckets or use different
colors so you know which
bucket has water and
which bucket has had
solvent. I do not use a bucket for water once and solvent the next
time, but that’s because I’m really uptight about crosscontamination. Also, throughly wash both out after every use to
get rid of any chemical traces and other residues.
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Color Wheel
Unless you’re doing the “Painting by
Numbers” thing, you’re going to need
this tool. A color wheel like this one
will help you visualize “proper” color
combinations. I’ll talk about this more
in Chapter 12.

Cotton swabs
These are essential for
cleaning up the microsized spillages that will
occur
when
you
assemble and modify
units. If too much glue
squeezes out of a joint, or you accidentally apply some texture
gel to a part of a miniature you didn’t want to, a couple of quick
dabs with these will correct the mistake.
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Craft sticks
Basically unused Popsicle sticks, these
are disposable small wood planks you
can use to mix epoxy, perform “gross
physical adjustments (i.e., push things
around that have wet paint on them)
and lots of other uses on your hobby
station. I put a small slit in the top
corner of the bag so I can dispense
them singly.

Cutters
There are two types
of cutters used in
this hobby and you
need both. There
are diagonal cutters
(right) and precision
cutters (left). The
diagonal is meant
for
heavy-duty
cutting, such as wire pins and other high-tensile strength metals.
It is made of high-grade metal and the blades are ground with
the cutting edge slightly recessed from the back of the head.
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Precision cutters are designed to cut soft metal or plastic. It is
made of a lower grade metal and the cutting edge is ground flush
with the back of the head. Do not confuse the two. If you use
the diagonal cutters on miniatures, it will always leave a ridge
that you will have to file down later.
If you use a precision cutter
to cut things like paper clips,
you
will
permanently
damage the cutting edge, like
this image. Notice the two
gaps I circled near the tip.
That's from me being in a
rush and using them to cut a
paperclip to pin a joint.

Cutting Pad
If you don’t get a
painting station that
comes
with
a
cutting pad, you
need to get one
right away. A SelfSealing Cutting Pad
allows you to cut
on it and use it as a base for all your work without worrying
about messing up whatever surface you are working on. Messing
up a good table surface, such as the dining room table, generally
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leads to sleeping on the couch if your Significant Other only
tolerates you painting your little army men.
Dental tools
You will always need a set of
dental tools for numerous uses.
Getting dried glue or paint out of
difficult areas, or needing a
precision finger to set a delicate
part into position, the list goes
on. Just get a set already, okay? I
promise you won’t regret it.

Dremel©
A Dremel© tool (or any of the myriad
clones) is a way to perform grinding or
cutting quickly and easily. Spinning at 2060,000 RPM and with more attachments than
you can shake a stick at, trimming and
modifying miniatures is a lot faster and
easier with this tool. Like the files below,
don’t get too enthusiastic, as it is very hard to
rebuild a miniature you ground too much off
of.
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Files
Another essential tool,
precision files are what
you use to get rid of mold
lines, rough spots and the
like. Don’t ever work on
miniatures without these
nearby. I got mine from
Harbor Freight, however
any hobby or hardware store should have them.
Flocking
Flocking can mean
either static grass or
pre-made tufts. It
refers to the adding of
a spot of grass or other
generic plant life to the
base of the miniature.
This little touch will
give a great boost to
the
realism
and
aesthetic beauty of
your miniature. The only difference is the tufts are pre-bunched.
The tufts come in many different shades (swamp, desert,
woodland, etc.) and several different sizes. You apply these tufts
to the base of the miniature after you have sealed it, as
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explained in greater detail in Chapter 11. There is also static
grass that is sprinkled on a spot of white glue on the base and the
static charge in it makes the grass stand up. I prefer the static
grass to the tufts because it is less likely to come off in one
clump.
All it takes to apply is a drop of white glue, a quick dip in the
static grass or apply a tuft and you’re done! Just remember this
is the last step, after you have clear coated the miniature.
Forceps
A precision gripping
device that can lock,
forceps are essential
for getting small pieces
into places your fat
fingers can’t reach.
Just be very careful in
how much force you
use to hold the part, as the serrations in the nose will crimp and
damage delicate miniature parts if you squeeze too hard.
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Green stuff/Plastic putty
“Green Stuff” will help you fill in gaps or
manufacture extra parts. Green Stuff is a
two-part epoxy clay that starts out as a twocolor ribbon. You cut a small piece of each
color off the main strip. When I say small, I
mean small. Like half of what you think you
need. Don't worry, you can always add
more. Knead the two colors together until
you have a green clay, then, using your
sculpting tools, manipulate it to fill the gap,
look like a weapon, or whatever you need to do with it. The
Green Stuff is pliable for 20 to 30 minutes after it turns green. It
then hardens and bonds to the miniature.
Plastic Putty is exactly
what the name implies.
You squeeze it from a tube
like you would toothpaste,
and work it until it’s in
place the way you want it and it hardens in place.
Both of these materials are filler and should not be used to bond
two parts together.
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Hobby Knife
There are many names
and brands of this kind of
tool, all derived from the
ubiquitous
X-ACTO
knife. I can’t begin to
describe all the uses you
will have for this
essential tool. Just get one. Or more for that matter. A set of
different blades are not necessary, however they most likely will
come in handy at some point in your modeling.
Legos© & Play-Doh©
This is where having small
children comes in handy.
Sometimes your hands
can’t hold a miniature and
the part you’re trying to
glue to it properly and it’s
taking too long to dry. My
friend Anthony told me offhandedly about this one day
as how he does this.
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Before you apply glue (in
Chapter 11 I tell you test-fit
this joint and the one that
comes after before you apply
glue), you build a jig out of a
few Lego (or a Lego clone)
parts. If the Legos don’t hold
the part exactly how it needs
to be held, place a pinch of
Play-Doh (or any of its’
clones) where it will do the
most good to fill the gaps should do the trick.
It’s kludgey, but hey I’m like that.
Masking Tape
In the course of your modeling, a lot
of dust and small bits will
accumulate on your workspace. This
is painters tape (low sticky, same
concept as Post-It Notes). Please
don’t use Duck Tape, Gorilla Tape
or similar, the damage could be
catastrophic.
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The best way to handle this is to
wrap some of this tape (sticky
side out) around the fingers of
your hand and dab the work
area to pick all the dust and bits
up.
If you have a lint roller, this
will do the same function,
however I think it took more
effort for me to use the lint
roller than my taped hand.

A couple dabs‘ll do ya.

Mason Jars
You will be using these pintsized containers found in any
craft
store
or
in
your
supermarket’s canning section,
individually or by the dozen. The
purpose of these is to soak your
miniatures in solvent to strip
their paint off. I explain in their
use in Chapter 8.
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Miniature pedestal
Once you get to painting,
having a firm way to grip
the miniature you are
working on makes painting
a lot easier, hence the
pedestal.
This
also
prevents smeared paint on
the miniature because you
grabbed it where you just
laid down still wet paint. I
picked the one above up from the local Games Workshop Battle
Bunker. For GW products, I thought the price on this is
downright reasonable. This uses a spring-loaded self-centering
clamp to hold onto bases of almost any shape or style.
You also have this kind, this
one is from Game Envy, which
uses a bit of “instant tacky”
(used for temporary posters
and such, just a dab of it on the
top of the pedestal, then press
the base of the miniature onto
it) to hold the miniature to a
plastic bottle cap, then there is
a handle. The handle can point
downwards to provide a grip
for your holding hand, or you point it up so it curves over the
miniature and is used to hold it in an awkward position or as a
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firm prop point for you to rest the brush on, which is great if you
don’t have steady hands.
This style of pedestal came with my
Warmage painting kit:
Using a bit of instant tacky and it holds
very well. When you're done, the
miniature comes off with minimal force.
If you’re in a wallet or time crunch, you
can also purchase a pack of wood spools
from your local craft store and use them.
WARNING: when pressing the miniature onto the
pedestal/tacky, press from the base, not the body of the
miniature. To do the latter can mean a broken miniature. When
removing a miniature from the pedestal, use a thumbnail or a
thin tool between the base and pedestal to pry the base away
from the pedestal/tacky, else you might break the miniature
away from the base at the ankles, which fixing said thing is
nowhere on my “fun things to do” list.

The proper way to add a miniature to a pedestal.
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The proper way to remove a miniature from a pedestal.

The incorrect way to place a miniature on a stand and its’
consequences.
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Modeling Tools
Modeling Tools are used when you need
to work with pliable materials like Green
Stuff, Plastic Putty and Texture Gel. You
use them to spread and mold the material
in question until it’s the way you like it.
Always clean the tools frequently during
use, as you do not want these materials
hardening on your tools.
I recommend this specific set because if
you look on the left side, there is a doubleended coned brush. You can use this with
your toothbrush and nipple brushes to get
paint and glue off your miniatures during
the stripping process. This is especially
effective between the legs and under the arms of miniatures
where the toothbrush cannot reach.
Paint
If you want to paint miniatures, then
you must have, you know, some
paint. I have given paints their own
section, Chapter 6.
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Painting Balls
If you have ever noticed some bottles of
fingernail polish have a small metal bead in them,
those beads are meant to help agitate the pigment
when you shake it. These are those, but for our
paints. I discuss them more in Chapter 6.

Paint mixer
This invention came to us from the
nail salon industry. You press your
bottle of fingernail polish (or
miniature paint in our case) on the
top and it quickly shakes the bottle
in such a way as to create a vortex
in the bottle and make sure all of
the pigment is fully mixed in the
solvent.
Palette
A palette is where you will keep your active paints. Think of it
as a staging area between the bottle and the miniature. There are
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two kinds of palettes, wet and dry. I use both because there are
different applications for each.
Using dry palettes, this is what you use when you are painting
miniatures with many colors. You put a drop of a given color or
mix in a cup, replenishing as necessary. When you move on to
another color, put it in the next cup and so on. All will be
revealed in Chapter 13.
My original dry palette, under $2 at
Michaels. The bad news is, acrylic
(plastic) paint likes to stick to
plastic things. So you’ll never get it
all off. When all of the paints are
dry, scraping the cup with a
fingernail will only pop most of it
out.
Eventually it will get to the point where it’s more paint than
palette. Yes, you can just throw it away, however I consider that
wasteful.
This is my (new) dry palate, $20+. It’s
ceramic so the paints will never stick
to it, unlike the plastic one above.
With ceramic, at the end of your
painting session, submerge it into a
container of water and leave it. When
you come back hours or days later,
just pull it from the water, wipe it
down with a paper towel to dry it off
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and it will be ready to go.
I also use a wet palette. If you like mixing custom colors, this is
the way to go because keeping the sponge wet and cover closed
when not in use will keep your custom paint workable for days.
You basically have a piece of treated paper (for the DIY palette
parchment is preferred, wax paper also works) on top of a
sponge, which absorbs the water and passes it to the paper. The
paint will absorb the water from the paper and not dry out. The
paper is used to keep the paint off the sponge, making it last
longer. Using untreated paper (like printer paper), it will quickly
dissolve into a mush once it gets wet. If you use parchment
paper, it will curl when it first gets wet, but after a minute you
can flatten it out on top of the sponge and it will stay flat. Pour
water into the container when needed to keep the sponge
saturated and you can blend and paint until the cows come
home. Cover it when not in use to keep that special paint blend
usable for several days.
This is the “home-made”
option, a kitchen sponge, a
small disposable sealable
container and a piece of
parchment paper, all of
which can be found in a
well-stocked kitchen. I
suggest an unused sponge. I
found the kitchen sponge to
be not very “conductive”
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because of the large open cells in the material. Do not use a
home improvement store grout sponge, as it is way less porous,
meaning it did not wick water into itself and up to the parchment
paper anywhere near as well as the kitchen sponge.
This is my new wet
palette, which uses a
closed-cell flat sponge
material. This transfers
the water to the paper
much more evenly,
preventing “dry spots”
where there is a big
open cell that isn’t
providing water to the
paper.

When you apply paint to
your wet palette, make sure
you do not put a “tall blob”
on your wet palette. You can
put a lot of one color, just
don’t make the paint blob
“tall” because if the paint is
over say 1/16” high, the
water cannot get to the top of the blob to keep it moist, so it will
dry out and become hard like a chocolate dipped ice cream cone.
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Also keep some toothpicks nearby, or just use the tip of your
brush handle. If you leave these paints undisturbed on your wet
palette for several days, they might separate (after all, paint is
nothing more than a particulate suspension). If nothing keeps the
particles stirred up, they will eventually settle out of solution.
You will need something non-absorbent to stir the particles back
into solution.
If the wet palate starts to smell funky, take soap and water to the
container and sponge. If the sponge still smells, a soak and light
wash of the sponge in Hydrogen Peroxide should kill what’s
causing the smell.
Paper cups
These are the 3 ounce generic bathroom
cups. I use these for mixing epoxy, after
I use a knife to trim the cup down to
about 1” tall, like the center front one.
Squirt a measure of epoxy into the cup,
mix it with a craft stick. Toss when
done. Simple, easy, no mess!
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Pen and Paper
During the course of your
painting, you will need to
document many things.
The exact media used
(legal/letter pad, 3-ring
binder, notebook, etc.)
does not matter. The
important part is that it is
written down on paper (not on your tablet, phone, computer,
etc.) so it can be easily posted or seen by looking up from what
you’re doing. I personally use 3x5 note cards.
What I record on them are things like paint schemes, ratios of
blended colors, whatever you need to remember.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Now that I’ve added
3D printing, the use
of PPE is more
important than ever.
Chapter 3 is all about
safety.
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Pin-vise
A Pin-Vise is a fingerpowered drill used to
drill the holes in a
miniature for pinning
a joint. While you can
get this now and I will
discuss how to use it in Chapter 15, as this is not a beginner’s
tool.
Seam Scraper
Put this next to your files, because this is what you
can use when you can’t use your files to divest your
miniatures of mold lines. More discussion on this in
Chapter 11.

Silly Putty©
This is a silicone polymer that manifests
itself as a non-Newtonian fluid and has
been enjoyed by kids for over 70 years. I
talk about exactly what to do with this
stuff in Chapter 15. This is not a
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substitute for Play-Doh and its’ uses I described earlier.
Solvent
To strip miniatures, you will need a solvent
to do so. I have tried multiple products and I
like SuperClean the best. It’s easily
obtainable at your local auto parts store or
Automotive section of Wal-Mart. This is a
Base solution (as opposed to Acid) and it
will cause nasty chemical burns if you
handle it without the proper precautions and
PPE.
Don’t pour the used solvent on your grass, unless you like dead
grass. Don’t ask how I know this. Dispose of it in compliance
with the container instructions.
Strainer
You will need a kitchen
strainer with a lip or other
design to hang it on the lip of a
pot, big enough that it will fit
over your bucket. This is to
catch all of the parts after a
miniature has taken a solvent
bath. Dump the contents from a
single Mason jar into the
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strainer and let it drain before rinsing in water and transferring
to a paper towel so you can separate the detritus from the parts.
Straw Brushes
With the explosion of
drinking bottles with
reusable straws, Straw
Brushes have become a
thing. You will use them
to get the paint out of
those hard-to-reach areas,
like between the arm and
torso, or between the legs
where a toothbrush or modeling brush can’t quite reach. You
can find these in the cleaning aisle of any grocery or department
store.
Tackle Boxes
I have found this to be the best
and easiest way to keep
disassembled miniatures in one
place. This is just a generic
fishing tackle box available
anywhere. The size, features
and layout I leave up to your
preference. I use this box for
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both miniatures fresh out of solvent and those that were
damaged and need repair. I call it my “ER” just to be funny.
Just to remember what’s in each compartment, I cut-to-fit 3x5”
cards to fit and write what the unit is and how many parts there
are to it and put it on the bottom of the compartment. The
number of parts thing is to easily tell if something is missing.
Texture Gel
Texture Gel is what I use in building
the “real estate” on the base of my
miniatures to make them look more
believable. This will add some 3-D
uniqueness to the base. Texture Gel
is basically white glue with some
kind of grit in it. There are several
kinds of grit available, which one
you use will be on your personal
judgement. A jar should last you for
several years, if not the rest of your life. You are literally using
tiny portions (<2ml) for an entire miniature and this 200ml will
last for hundreds of ‘Mechs. Spackle from your local hardware
store can be an acceptable alternative, but not recommended
because it can shrink and/or flake off before you get to seal the
spackle.
Railroad ballast is a very fine sand and when used with PVA
glue it fills a similar function as texture gel. The difference is
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this doesn’t make a good gap filler like texture gel. If you are
going to use smooth bases, White/PVA glue and some railroad
ballast will get the job done if you don’t want to use texture gel.
Toothbrush
When getting dissolved
paint/adhesive off your
miniatures, this will be
your workhorse. I’ve
been
using
Medium
brushes but wanting
Hard. Too bad they’re not
sold in my local stores.
Thanks to Cody I got to
looking and actually
found
some
hard
toothbrushes. It’s a set, so
you’ll have one for
antennas which I talk
about in Chapter 15.
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Ultrasonic Cleaner
I don’t have this right now and
I’m probably not getting one.
High frequency sounds like
what this puts out are very
painful to me. But David Bruner
promises it’s easier to brush off
miniatures after he drops a
couple of miniatures in this, fills
the vat with Super Clean (see
Solvents above) and runs them through two 8-minute cycles.
Water Container
You
will
need
something to wash
your brushes in to keep
the brushes clean and
wet. My Ultimate Paint
Station has two spots
for water containers on
either side of the main
section
and
was
specifically designed for Ikea’s KALAS children’s tumbler.
You want two of these to wash your brushes in. One for regular
paints, one for metallic, unless of course you want metallic
sparkles in your flat paints. Also, these cups need to be distinctly
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different from any cups or glasses holding your favorite
beverage you are drinking while painting so you don’t
accidentally knock back a mouthful of painting water.
Paintbrush wash water tastes terrible. Don’t ask how I know.
DANGER! INGESTING PAINT IS HAZARDOUS. It may not
be poisonous, but do it enough (especially any paint with
“Chromium” in the name) and it may result in serious negative
health conditions. Keep the paint outside the body, okay?
Last point, use new water every time you sit down to paint and
clean the tumblers regularly.

There you go! That is everything I use. You can paint your
miniatures without some or even most of these, however it will
be more difficult without them than with them.
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
-Never forget that your weapon was made by the lowest bidder.
-Never draw fire; it irritates everyone around you.
-Incoming fire has the right of way.
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Chapter 3
Safety Safety Safety!
DO NOT SKIP THIS CHAPTER. With the addition of the
chapter on 3D printing, I thought a chapter focused on safety
tools and methods was warranted. I worry someone will get hurt
doing the things I suggest. Which is why I stress safety above all
else.
I am a Navy veteran. In my time onboard ship, you constantly
practiced on what to do in an emergency situation so it is
ingrained as a second nature into you. Even in battle, firing
weapons and repairing damage, safety is still paramount.
“Amateurs do it until they get it right. Professionals do it until
they can’t get it wrong.” Be a professional in safety.

Personal Story #3:
Back when I was young, dumb and ugly, I had to drill a
hole in a metal bulkhead. Being young, dumb and ugly, I
wasn’t wearing proper eye protection, just my
prescription glasses, and I caught a couple of slivers of
metal in the cornea of my right eye. For the next couple of
days, it was very painful whenever I blinked or closed my
eyes, because the metal was scraping the inside of my
eyelid. It took that long to get an appointment with an
Ophthalmologist and he had to drill the metal out. I still
have lasting effects from that to this day, 35 years later. I
am very lucky and grateful I didn’t lose sight in my eye.
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If you aren’t sure about something, seek out those who are more
experienced.
Any time you are handling chemicals (epoxy, IPA, Super Clean
and more), wear gloves. Nitrile is the preferred type. Epoxy will
pass through both Nitrile and latex, however it gets through
latex a lot faster. Not to mention some people have an allergy to
latex. Eye protection as well, you don’t want anything splashing
into your eyes.
Even clipping parts off 3D prints or sprues off models, use eye
protection. Every time, because that flying part only has to be
lucky once in a thousand tries.
Power tools should never be used without the use of at least
hearing and eye protection.
Nitrile gloves:
Every time you go 3D printing or dealing with caustic
chemicals, put these on. How many of these should you buy?
Think of whatever number you consider to be reasonable, then
double it and add another two boxes on top of that. You will use
a minimum of a pair of gloves for a single print run. Depending
on my print queue, I can easily go through a dozen pairs in a
day.
While I shouldn’t have to show you how to put them on, I am
going to show you how to take them off. The object of the
exercise here is to never let the outside of the gloves touch
your skin. That includes your face, your eyes, and any other
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part you don’t want to be flushing with water for 20 minutes
while someone is calling the Poison Control Center for you. The
phone number is 1-800-222-1222 if you didn’t know it already.
To remove the
first
glove,
pinch
your
“palm cheeks”
together, then
you can pinch
the glove slack
in your palm
and pull the
glove off that
way.
Keeping the justremoved glove
in the fingers of
your still-gloved
hand, take a
finger of your
ungloved hand
and get it inside
the cuff of the
remaining glove.
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Pull it off
and around
the
first
glove, then
throw the
lump into
the trash.
Now, if you needed to be gloved up for just a minute “just in
case” and if you didn’t get anything on the gloves, I understand
if you might want to reuse them, especially regarding their
current price and if you know you’ll be back shortly.
The
easiest
way to remove
gloves in such
a way to keep
them useable,
is to grab the
glove where it
is loose over
your fingernail.
Do this for
each finger, pulling it off just a little until you can grab all four
empty fingertips and pull the glove off. Unless you dipped your
finger(s) into said chemical, the safest place is the back of your
finger, over the fingernail.
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Eye protection:
Every time you use tools other than a paintbrush, you need to be
wearing eye protection. You might get away with it 999 times
out of 1,000, but that one time can mean eye damage or the loss
of an eye. The adage from IT about backups, “Two is one and
one is none” works here.
Respirator: The fumes from the 3D printer resin and the IPA (if
you use IPA) don’t just smell, they can be an irritant for your
respiratory system. I didn’t use my respirator one time and after
a Sunday of printing, I lost a day of work because the irritation
gave me a dry cough. ICYMI, in 2020 a dry cough is a major
symptom for the Disease of the Year that Makes Everyone
Panic. I got this base respirator and replaceable filters which are
rated for Volatile Organic Chemicals (VOC). That’s a bit of
overkill, but I’d rather be a bit too safe than not safe enough.
Please make sure you wear it correctly.
Clothing:
Old “chore” clothes are always suggested here. Things you
wouldn’t wear in public. But please, make sure they are in good
repair, as a holey shirt doesn’t protect you if the offending
thing/chemical splash lands where’s supposed to be a shirt, but
there’s not. A full Walter White hazmat outfit might be a bit of
overkill, but do it if you feel you have to.
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
- You are not Superman; Marines and fighter pilots take note.
-When someone says they have a plan, remember Custer did
too.
-Don’t worry about the bullet with your name on it. Be
concerned about the artillery shell addressed ‘To Whom it may
Concern.’.
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Chapter 4
Proper Care and Feeding of Brushes
Let’s talk about how to keep your brushes around for many
years of useful service.
Proper care and feeding of your brushes are essential to
everything. Brushes that go bad due to a lack of care are a waste
of money and unnecessarily lowers your painting quality.
Home Depot has 45 different hammers for 11 distinct types of
jobs. Yes, I counted them. For miniature painters, each brush has
a different function and purpose. To use a brush for a purpose
it’s not suited for would be like a blacksmith trying to use a
roofing hammer to forge a sword. It’s doable if you don’t mind
an angry blacksmith, destroying the tool in the process and
ending up with an inferior sword.
This is the one thing I suggest you don’t skimp on. I suggest you
start out with the best brushes you can afford. The low-cost
brushes will make your painting harder. A good-quality,
properly maintained brush set will make all the difference
between a good paint job and a great paint job.
First, some terms so we are all on the same page. If you want to
see all the different types of brushes, check out this ThoughtCo
page. Most of the brushes you will use are the Round type, with
some Flat brushes for large area use.
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Brushes use two different methods to hold onto paint: surface
tension and capillary action. Surface tension is why drops of
water “bead up” on certain surfaces. Capillary action is related
to the physics of the surface tension of liquids and the inside
diameter of a tube or the close proximity of two things in said
liquid. It’s helpful to have at least a passing knowledge about
this, so here are links from the United States Geological Survey
explaining capillary action and surface tension in detail.

The parts of a brush

The parts of a brush
Handle – Obviously, how you hold the brush is by the handle.
The Handle can be made with a variety of materials. What is
important is how it balances in your hand. Good balance means
better control of the Toe of the brush. As I said in Tools and
Implements, I like The Army Painter’s Wargamer brushes
because they have a triangular handle which is easier for me to
hold.
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Bristles – Made from a variety of natural hairs or synthetic
fibers, Bristles pick up and hold the paint using surface tension
and capillary action that I already talked about. I’ll talk about
these in depth in their own section.
Toe – The very tips of the bristles are the part that will be
touching the miniature. A splayed Toe (individual hairs going all
different ways instead of one fine point) means the brush needs
to be turned into an impromptu drybrush, used to only spread
White Glue or disposed of entirely. A splayed Toe is useless for
precision painting and detrimental to your painting in general.
Belly – The fattest part of the brush and where it will hold the
most paint. DO NOT DIP THE BRUSH INTO PAINT PAST
THIS POINT.

Don’t go to the Danger Zone. Really.
Remember, this is a precision instrument and the less paint in
the bristles, the finer line or smaller dab you can achieve than if
the brush has a large goop of paint on it.
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Heel – The part of the Bristles within the Ferrule. If paint gets
into this part of the brush and dries, it has become a drybrush or
just throw it away, you just ruined the effectiveness of the brush.
Ferrule – The metal part that when crimped holds the Bristles to
the Handle. Never, NEVER, NEVER dip a brush into paint up to
the Ferrule. This means paint will get into the Bristles of the
Heel and once that paint dries the Toe will become splayed and
no longer hold a sharp point.
Yes, I just said “Don’t get paint on the Bristles up to the
Ferrule” twice. It’s that important you don’t do it.

Brush Sizes
The size of a brush is generally referenced as a number and
relates to the size of the opening of the ferrule that the bristles
come out of. So a #4 brush is larger than a #3 brush.
With all that being said, there is no industry standard and a #4
brush by one manufacturer might be the same size and profile as
a #3 brush by another manufacturer.
You might think it is, but a #0 brush is not the smallest. They go
even smaller. Again, different manufacturers might use different
numbering conventions. One manufacturer might refer to a
brush as a “#000,” or it could be a #0/3” (triple ought or zero
three, both are common use terms).
A #4 or #5 brush is indicated for painting large areas. For the
detail painting of your miniatures, #1, #0, #00 should be your
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most used brushes. Remember, if you think you need to dip your
brush more than 25% into the paint to get enough to cover the
area you want, the brush is too small. Use a bigger brush.
Also, the smaller the brush, the less paint it can hold and the
faster that paint will dry out. You might get a minute with a #4
brush, however 8-10 seconds is your “viable painting time” with
a #0/3.

Brush Materials
Like I said earlier, the bristles of a brush are made from a variety
of natural and synthetic fibers. Each type of fiber will interact
with each type of paint differently. Knowing the differences
between all the different types of bristles would be very
important if you want to be the next Bob Ross, however if you
stick to just brushes used to paint miniatures, I suggest you don’t
use any brush that uses any kind of synthetic bristles.
The reason why I suggest you avoid synthetic bristles is because
acrylic paints like to stick to synthetic fibers and not let go, kind
of like how you get paint build up on your plastic dry palette.
The paint builds up on the bristles over time, making them splay
and reducing the capillary action.
Here is my suggested order for bristles:
1. Kolinsky Sable
2. Red Sable
3. Sable
4. Squirrel
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Don’t worry about any others.
NEVER NEVER NEVER use your mouth or other mucusemitting orifice to keep your brush wet and point sharp. Paints
use chemicals that, if ingested, will cause a lot of problems for
you. Just ask the Radium Girls.

Painting Actions
I will be using these action terms to describe how I use my
brushes. YMMV.
Swish – Submerge the brush up to the half-way point of the
Ferrule into the water in your painting cup and quickly swish it
back and forth for 3-5 seconds. This will wet the Bristles and
wash out any liquid paint in the brush. Then pull the brush out
and tap it at the Ferrule on the rim of the cup 2-3 times to shake
off the loose and excess water.
Form – Short for “Form the Point,” this will make sure the
brush has a fine tip at the Toe. This is accomplished by placing
the Bristles on your (wet) small sponge and pulling the brush
left-to-right (for right-handed people) across the sponge while
twirling the brush. Visually check to make sure.
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A sharp point, what you need to have
Rotate – Here you Rotate the brush in your hand between
strokes. This presents more paint for your next stroke and helps
keep the Toe sharp. Mr. Scully, my high school drafting teacher
taught me how to do this with a pencil to keep the point of my
pencil sharp as I drew lines and I have never forgotten this.
Dip – I just wrote on this above. Remember, submerge the
Bristles only 20-30% of the way into the paint. Anything more
and you’re approaching The Danger Zone. If you want to paint
large swaths of a miniature with a brush and think you need to
go all the way to the Ferrule to get enough paint, get a bigger
brush. I can’t say this enough, if paint gets into the Heel and
dries, the brush will be ruined because it won’t be able to hold a
point.

Here it is again. Do not go to this Danger Zone.
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Swipe – Gently draw your brush against where you want the
paint to go, your basic painting move. Rotate after every Swipe.
Dab – This is a direct non-Swiping contact with the miniature.
You touch the miniature with the Toe only and barely at that.
The capillary action will pull the paint from to Bristles onto the
miniature. The Bristles must not “bulge” from applying too
much pressure because that damages the Bristles at the Toe and
can damage the ability of the Toe to hold a fine point.
As an alternative, if you’re painting “dots” such as eyeballs,
rivets, etc., you can use the tip of your hobby knife. Dip the tip
of the blade into your paint and “dot it” to where you want it to
go.
Now, brushes do splay for a variety of reasons. You can extend
the life of your brush by trimming those Bristles who have
“decided to part ways” with the rest of the Bristles by cutting
them with a pair of scissors. Open the scissors, gently get one
side between the misbehaving Bristle and the rest of the brush,
then gently and carefully get the scissors close to the ferrule
which bends what you’re going to cut away from what’s left.
Get close to the Ferrule, not all the way down to it. Then snip
and that’s it.
This is how I paint. Using the above actions, here is a physical
description of how I paint.
When I start using a brush, Swish Form Dip Swipe Rotate Swipe
Rotate Swipe. If my Toe is still sharp I Dip Swipe Rotate Swipe
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Rotate Swipe again. This is generally when my Toe starts falling
apart so I start all over again at Swish.
If I am going back and forth with one brush between several
colors (such as jeweling a cockpit) unless I am blending the
colors I will always Swish Form to get the first color out of the
brush before I Dip into another color.
If I am switching brushes for whatever reason, I do not put the
brush in my hand down until I have performed a Swish Form.
Always on picking a brush up, do a Swish Form, I don’t care if
you put the brush down 5 seconds before.
In my view, you can’t Swish Form too often. Maintaining this
habit will help you keep your brushes in good shape for years.

Drybrushing
After all that, I am now going to seem to contradict myself
entirely. That’s only because this method of painting is totally
different from what I have talked about until now.
When you paint something, you are looking to totally coat a
particular area with said paint. Drybrushing is about subtle
highlights of the area. Basically a whisper of paint on things like
points, corners, and the like.
You will also use a lighter shade of whatever color that part
already is. If I have a miniature basecoated in Dark Blue, to
create that “weathered” effect drybrushing is used to create, I
would use something like Electric Blue for the highlight.
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To drybrush, you start off with a splayed brush. Second, the
brush is not using the capillary action, rather the very small
amount of paint that can hold onto an individual Bristle by
surface tension. Third, when you put brush to miniature, the
brush will want to have less than 5% of paint than what you
normally have.
The procedure here skips the Form function and adds two new
functions, Brush and Feather. Here you Swish Dip Brush
Feather
BRUSH - After a Dip you quickly Swipe and Rotate (like a
Swish) the Bristles on a paper towel to get rid of most of the
paint. You literally want a hint of a hint of paint on the brush at
this point.
FEATHER – This means after a Brush you Swish the brush, not
in water but on the miniature. Light, fast and short Swipes
quickly back and forth to catch the edges of things.
This is a Doctor Foust YouTube Video about drybrushing.

Aftercare
Once your painting time comes to a close (boo! hiss!), please
properly condition and store your brushes so when you return
they are clean and ready to continue on.
Your first action is to dip the brushes you’ve used into your
brush cleaner and drag the brush across the top of the coil in the
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jar. This will make sure that any bits of dried paint Swishing
hasn’t removed are properly removed from the Bristles.
Next, clean the brushes with your soap. Every brush you used in
this session gets the treatment. The “rarely used” brushes get it
every 3rd or 4th session, no matter if I used them or not.
I drag my wet brushes through the soap, using the end of the
ferrule to dig up some of the soap. Then I twirl it in the crook of
my palm under my pinkie finger to work the paint over the
bristles. A quick spin through the brush cleaner and it goes into
the rack to dry. This will restore the natural oils of the bristles
and may help get dried paint out of the ferrule of the brush. It
might save your brush, however as I learned in the Navy, “A
superior Sailor uses his superior judgement to stay out of
situations that would require the use of his superior skill.”
The best way to store your brushes is standing upright (the
brushes, not you). You can use a brush holder to do this, or just
a rubber band wrapped around your brush cleaning jar.
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
- Whenever you have plenty of ammo, you never miss.
Whenever you are low on ammo, you can’t hit the broad
side of a barn.
- No matter which way you have to march, it’s always uphill.
- B-52s are the ultimate close support weapon.
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Chapter 5
Proper Care and Feeding of Airbrushes
When I published See Mark Paint 2.0, I knew just enough about
airbrushes to know that I knew nothing. I know more now than I
knew then, let’s see if it’s enough. This chapter will only cover
the high points (and Punji-stick traps) of the essentials about
airbrushes.
Of all the tools I discuss, this one requires the most practice and
learning to acquire even a basic mastery of it. As long as you
stick to it, I have faith you’ll get better.
My experience with my airbrush has showed me that it falls
between a “rattle can” spray paint and the usual brush painting.
It can make the application of primer or basecoat to a single
miniature easier. Airbrushing is especially useful in certain
camouflage patterns like tiger-striping, and some weathering
effects. It’s one of those tools that for some things you need this
specific tool. You can do without it, but those things it shines in
are more way difficult without it.
My continued advice, not just about airbrushes but in every
aspect of your life is to seek out someone who is knowledgeable
on whatever subject you want to improve upon (airbrushing in
this case) and learn everything you can from them, even if you
have to pay them for their time.
Remember this is a beginner’s level book. I can’t begin to cover
all you need to know about airbrushes without it turning into its’
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own book. I’m going to give you a starting point and get you
pointed in the approximate direction. It’s up to you to start
walking to learn more. There are dozens of videos on YouTube
that cover airbrushing way better than I could in this format.
OrcPainterNerd is a YouTube channel where he discusses many
aspects of airbrushing. I personally have enjoyed his videos
where he explains the necessary concepts clearly and simply.
Appendix B is a page that I suggest you print out on cardstock
and practice your airbrushing skills. You can also use it as a
“warm-up” if you’re going to do some precision work. Trace the
shapes and grids to see how close you have to hold the airbrush
to the paper to get how small or big of a line, practice on pulling
the trigger for the right amount of paint, do straight lines and
curves, etc.
There are two different technologies employed in airbrushes and
the combinations of them are what causes the variety of the
airbrushes themselves.
Single Action - When you depress the trigger of a single action
airbrush, both air and paint are delivered simultaneously. It’s an
on/off situation, you can vary the air pressure only at the
pressure regulator and the amount of paint can only be varied by
adjusting the needle/nozzle assembly. To adjust either or both
you must first stop spraying to adjust the airbrush.
Double Action - You have greater control over both the air flow
and paint supply. Press the trigger down for air, and pull the
lever back for paint. This allows you to control both the air and
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paint flow independently, thus enhancing the effect without
having to pause. Most experts agree that you're better off
starting with a double action airbrush, rather than a single action.
Pistol Grip – With this one you don’t have the button on top
that you press and pull, this is a finger trigger that you must
squeeze. This type will always be delivering full air before any
paint is delivered. Because you’re using a “trigger pull” motion
and not a “button-pushing” motion, it is easier on the arm
muscles for long duration spraying. My next airbrush will be of
this type.
Gravity Feed - In gravity feed models, the paint feeds into the
airbrush from a reservoir or cup mounted above the airbrush.
This enables the artist to spray extremely fine lines at a low air
pressure, thus allowing for more control. The airbrush is easily
cleaned for quick color changes.
Bottom Feed – With models use a siphon-feed system to draw
the paint up from a jar or color cup mounted below the airbrush.
The jars allow for larger volumes of paint to be sprayed for an
extended period of time.
Side-feed – These models use the same technology as bottomfeed models. However, the paint jar or color cup is mounted on
the side of the airbrush. This allows for slower spraying and
better vision of the work surface.
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Tools and Implements for airbrushes
Airbrush (Duh!)

My first airbrush is the beginner-friendly Badger Patriot 105.
It’s a double-action gravity-fed model. It’s easy to disassemble
and reassemble. It’s also very forgiving in use and simple in
maintenance. The fact it still functions after my repeated use and
bungling is a testament to its sturdy design.
Air Compressor
You need an air compressor to
deliver a constant supply of air at a
given pressure. I initially tried a 5
gallon tank that you pressurize and
then keep around for flat tires and
such, I pumped it up to 80 PSI and
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went through that in 5 minutes. Use a compressor. There are two
ways you can go, depending on your budget and exact needs.
If all you’re doing is airbrushing and/or you’re doing this in
your house, look into a dedicated airbrush compressor like this
one. I haven’t used this model, so I can’t vouch for it good or
bad. It will run most to all of the time, as it has no tank to store
the pressurized air.
If you’re like me and have “other needs” for compressed air and
you do this in your garage, then something like this compressor,
which is what I use. I have an office in my garage where I do my
painting. I have the compressor in the garage proper, then run a
25’ air hose into my office through a wall and to my 2nd
regulator (that’s on the wall of my office), then to my airbrush.
It’s cheaper, but louder. I get about 20-30 seconds of run time
every few minutes.
Regulator/water separator
You need two things to
make your airbrush
work, that’s dry air and
dry air at a constant
pressure. This does
both. The regulator will
keep the output air at a
constant pressure that
you set (as long as the input air has a higher pressure), and it
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also removes the moisture from the air, depositing it in the vial
at the bottom. Press the metal post at the bottom upwards to
drain the water. If you look at the compressor above, it has one
of these already attached. With my remote setup, I have a valve
to the right of the regulator so I can keep the airbrush
unpressurized while I do other things with the compressor.
While airbrushing I have the compressor set to deliver 60 PSI,
then the regulator in my office I can set to the 15-25 PSI I
specifically need.
When you set your regulator pressure for the job you’re going to
do, let the compressor go to an “at rest” state (i.e., the air tank is
full and the compressor itself is not running) if it has a tank.
Press the trigger on the airbrush so it’s running wide open, then
set the regulator to the needed pressure.
The reason for this is simple. There is a difference in air
pressure between “off” and “on.” That difference can be
anywhere from 2-10psi depending on your airbrush and
compressor setup. A difference in air pressure of that much can
have a drastic effect in the performance of your airbrush.
Cleaning solution
This is a homebrew. You can pay
dollars per ounce for store-bought
Airbrush Cleaner, or you can pay
pennies per ounce to “pour your own.”
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The mix I use is 50% Windshield Washer Fluid, 40% distilled
water and 10% Isopropyl alcohol, 70%+ strength. I measure it
out and pour it into a condiment dispenser bottle.
You use this every 2-3 cups of paint, when you change
colors/types of paint and when you’re done using your airbrush.
Fill your reservoir with cleaner, do 2-4 seconds of blowback (I
explain later), then spray the contents into your pot, swishing an
acid brush around inside the cup to dislodge bits of paint. Test
spray this into a paper towel near the end of every pot to check if
the airbrush is clean. As long as you can see even a hint of paint
come out, it’s not clean.
Airbrush pot
This device will hold your
airbrush while not in use and you
can spray into it things like
remaining paint and cleaner. The
filter helps keep the noxious
fumes from getting into the air.
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Airbrush thinner
Depending on what you’re using in the airbrush, you
will more than likely need to thin your paint. Not
thinning your paint will lead to repeated disassembly
and detail cleaning of your brush, which is not fun. I
recommend you use the “factory” thinner. Brush
paints are thicker and will need extra thinner per
paint unit than an airbrush paint. Start at a 3:1 paintto-thinner for brush paints and a 5:1 for airbrush
paints and work up or down from there. Inks should
be usable without thinner. Take notes on your ratios because
some paints will require more than others. Notes means you
don’t have to trust your memory on what ratio to use.
Paint booth
Please don’t airbrush in
your house without some
kind of paint booth. In
fact, please don’t airbrush
in your house at all
unless you have a
dedicated office where
SWMBO (She Who Must Be Obeyed) never ventures, unless
she likes painting miniatures of course. Woe be upon the man
who just sits down somewhere and airbrushes away, leaving
orange specks on the walls (or the good Dining Room table).
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Luckily, I have an office in my garage and I put this box on a
small table. A simple YouTube search like this will yield a
multitude of ideas on how to build an inexpensive one. I am
currently doing small amounts of airbrushing, so I’m not
“needing” a ventilation system. If you’re going to be doing
larger projects and/or “rattle can” spraying in it, ventilation (a
fan pulling air through the booth and a filter) is mandatory. To
do otherwise is pretty much huffing.
Painting Stick
I have a length of 1” x 1” wood that I apply a bit of sticky to
hold the target of your airbrush. This allows you to easily orient
the miniature for the best angle to spray it.
Now I am going to talk about the major tips you need to
understand when you start using that airbrush.
Lesson #1 Airbrushes are multi-axis see-saws: using a
playground see-saw (or “balanced lever-and-fulcrum” if you’re
an Archimedes freak) you can balance two weights on it,
according to each weight, where ‘s placed and the placement of
the fulcrum.
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The best picture I can think of to illustrate what it’s
like running an airbrush. Screencap from
Flash Gordon (1980), Universal Pictures.
With an airbrush, you’re dealing with multiple variables and
changing one aspect can radically affect how you set the other
variables. You generally have to contend with the air pressure
used, the thickness of the paints, how much you need to thin
them, and the characteristics of the airbrush itself. If you’re off
with one variable, “sub-optimal result” will be an
understatement.
I made this up to provide some extreme examples of when your
settings are off. Yes, this is exaggerated, but only to make it
clear.
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Just right: The middle I used a properly thinned paint at 20PSI,
full airflow and gentle pull on the paint flow, a proper
application of paint. If you think it’s too light, remember that
you can do it again to darken it up. If you do it too heavy, it’s
hard to undo some of it.
Low air pressure: I lowered the pressure to 5PSI, then sprayed.
Notice the speckling at the low end of the spray because that
paint didn’t have the “oomph” to make it where I wanted it to
go.
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High air pressure: I pumped the airbrush up to 40PSI. It came
out a lot heavier than the “Just Right.”
Too much thinner: “Paintsicles” pretty much sums it up. The
paint is expected to “dry out” going through the airbrush and on
its way to the destination. This was still too liquid when it got to
the paper.
Too little thinner: This was an orange paint, because I don’t
have a brush paint in this red. It took more pressure to get this
out, and it took 4 cups of cleaner to get all of the paint out of the
airbrush.
Lesson #2 Thin your paints: As I will talk about in Chapter 6,
the paints we use have a lot of pigment. Pigment gets hung up
very quickly in the small passageways of an airbrush, so “thin is
in” (so it can get out). The knowledgeable people say, “Your
airbrush paints need to be as ‘thin as milk.’”
Milk is an aqueous suspension, just like paint. Milk is thin
enough that when you place a drop on a surface, you will see a
thin ring of clear liquid around the edge of the drop. This is due
to the suspended particles (from a low particle count) being
“held away” from the edges due to the surface tension of the
liquid, since the edge is so thin and there’s no room for the
particles to fit in there.
The base lesson is, always thin your airbrush paint. I don’t care
if it’s “specially designed for airbrushes.” That just means you
don’t have to thin it as much as a brush paint. If the tip of your
airbrush starts blowing bubbles of paint like in the picture
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below, that means the paint wasn’t thin enough and it clogged to
the point that the compressed air is finding it easier to get out
through the threads instead of the nozzle. This also means you
now have the privilege of disassembling your airbrush and
performing a detail clean on it.

When you have paint coming out here,
I can see a deep cleaning in your future.
Lesson #3 A clean airbrush is a happy airbrush: For as
fastidious as I described you should be with cleaning and
maintaining your brushes, this is a whole new level. Airbrushes
have several small parts at the tip where the air flows and the
paint flies. To have clogs in there will render your airbrush
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useless until you disassemble it and soak the parts in your
cleaning solution and blow the gunk out, or gently get it out with
your dental tools. It is way better to keep it clean by frequently
running cleaner through it to blow everything out than to take it
apart and dig dried paint out of it.
Lesson #4 Blowback: Blowback is a term that means “gasses
are flowing in an unexpected or undesigned way.” You do this
by placing your finger over the nozzle, preventing anything from
spraying from the tip. Then pull your trigger to “full air” and
“full paint.” This will cause the air to come out through the cup
instead of the nozzle. I purposefully induce blowback in my
airbrush because it gives us two positive results, it clears paint
from the channel and dislodges any current or imminent paint
clogs and by blowing them back into the cup, and this helps mix
the paint in the cup by blowing bubbles. Just don’t let it “boil
over.”
Lesson #5 Practice, practice, practice: I already mentioned
that Appendix B is a practice sheet with a variety of shapes and
graphs for you to practice on.
Printing one of these out on cardstock and using it will tell you
several things, like these:
-How close, how much air and how much paint does it take to
get a line of a certain size?
-Is the paint mixture too thick, too thin or just right?
-It also gives you practice on how to draw straight lines, circles,
complex shapes, fill in hatches and so on.
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So “warm up” on one or more of these before you start working
on a miniature.

Aftercare
An airbrush that is clean when it is put away prevents a migraine
when you go to use it again. So let’s talk about this.
Run it out of paint. Pull out the airbrush pot and empty the
airbrush into it. Fill the cup on the airbrush with your cleaning
solution and spray most of it into the pot. When you get down to
half a cup, take an acid brush and swish it around inside the cup
to dislodge anything. Continue to empty the cup into the pot.
Refill the cup, then make a couple of quick bursts onto a paper
towel. Repeat this process until there is no paint on the paper
towel.
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
-The Cavalry doesn’t always come to the rescue.
- Professional soldiers are predictable; the world is full of
dangerous amateurs.
- If you take more than your fair share of objectives, you will
get more than your fair share of objectives to take.
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Chapter 6
Everything You Didn’t Know About Paint
Paint at its’ simplest level is an aqueous suspension consisting of
a pigment floating in a solvent. What the chemicals are that
make up the paint and the solvent are different for every kind of
paint and application, and isn’t important to us because that
information does not help us in painting our miniatures.
Once we apply the paint to where we want it to go and let it be
exposed to the open air, the solvent will evaporate, leaving the
pigment bonded to the surface where it was placed.
Pigment is what produces the color we see. What you and I
have to be concerned about is the grain size and amount of
pigment in our paints. You want the grain size to be as fine as
possible. Imagine walking along a beach barefoot, with beach
sand under your feet, how comfortable and soothing that is, as
long as it’s not scorching hot, of course. Then imagine walking
across the same beach, but instead of beach sand we have Pea
Gravel. That hurts just thinking about it, right?
The finer the grain, the smoother the pigment will look on the
miniature. As far as the amount of pigment, Heather explained
to me that a 17ml of paint made for miniatures can hold more
pigment than a 500ml bottle of craft paint meant for other uses.
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L to R, brush paint, two different airbrush paints, ink.
There are also several different types of paint. We have the
regular “brush” paint, meant for use with brushes. There is also
“airbrush” paints, which are of a thinner consistency. The last
are inks, which are the thinnest of all and just meant to highlight
edges and crevices of the model. Each of these have their own
time and method of use.
Then we have our “storage systems,” namely droppers and pots.
When I played Warhammer 40k, I used the Citadel (Games
Workshop) paint pots. The problem with these is you had to
leave them open to get the paintbrush in and the paint out. Since
I would paint for hours at a time, these paint pots would dry out
and become useless. Dumb me didn’t know about wet palettes
back then and how to pour several drops onto the wet palette so
the pot could stay closed and not dry out.
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This is when also I made the acquaintance of Dustin, who was a
professional painter. His 8-5 job was painting miniatures for
commission and to sell on eBay. Dustin’s painting quality was
to the point I thought the miniatures would start doing an Indian
in the Cupboard kind of thing. He once did a commission for a 4
foot long Thunderhawk (40k flying troop transport) and you
could open the cockpit and almost read what the pilots’ data
screens said. He only used Vallejo paints in the dropper bottles.
I have been extremely happy with the dropper bottles because I
only put a drop or two at a time into my palate (wet and dry) and
replenish when necessary. If the paint dries out, I’m only out a
drop, not the entire bottle.
When you get a new paint bottle, shake it to try and hear a faint
tunk tunk tunk sound made by a mixing ball (described in
Chapter 2) already in the bottle. If not, when you get home,
gently and carefully pull the top off the bottle and drop a single
mixing ball into the paint, replace the nozzle and cap, then shake
to mix. The bottle will run out of paint before that ball can rust
enough to contaminate the paint enough to alter its’ color.
The reason I suggest you have a mixing ball (and the vortex
shaker) is because when a bottle of paint sits for an extended
period, the pigment settles out of solution to the bottom of the
bottle and solidifies. This is why we shake the bottle upon first
use (and all of your paints at least monthly), to make sure the
pigment is fully mixed in the solvent.
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Aftercare
As part of your clean-up of your painting table at the end of a
painting session, be sure for every paint bottle you used, to wipe
any paint off the outside of the nozzle with a paper towel, then
run a thin and clean needle down the throat of the nozzle to
dislodge any pigment clumps, thus keeping it open and the paint
flowing.
If the throat of the nozzle is blocked and paint does not come out
easily, please don’t squeeze the bottle too hard. If you squeeze
too hard the top might come off, shall we say, explosively, with
the expected results. Not that I would know anything about that.
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
-Field experience is something you don’t get until just after
you need it.
-Combat will occur on the ground between two adjoining
maps.
-Napalm is an area support weapon.
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Chapter 7
The Painting Environment
The environment and setup of where you paint contributes
directly to how well you paint.
I regard painting as something similar to Zen Meditation. To
paint well you must be calm of mind, gentle and regular
breathing, steady of hand, in the moment and most important,
relaxed. You shouldn’t be painting while worried about the car
payment, your problems at work or anything like that. Doing
this requires you leave everything behind as best you can.
You can’t paint eyeballs on a face or jewel a cockpit if you’re
stressed and you can’t concentrate or your hands are shaking.
Okay, you can, but expect the result to look like this:

Meme found on the Internet.
Author Unknown.

This is my tribute to R. Lee Ermey,
who passed away during the
writing of the first edition of this
book.
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Here’s my enclave:

Yes, it’s messy, yes it’s cluttered. But everything in there is
there for a reason. I’m lucky enough to have a detached garage
that has an office. It’s well-lit and a quiet place where I am not
disturbed and any music I play at any volume will not disturb
anyone.
Some kind of background sound can also help with your
painting. I alternate between my regular music (which stretches
from 40’s Big Band to Mongolian Death Metal), podcasts and
even some form of white noise. I alternate between a rainstorm
and crickets.
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Go with whatever floats your boat, but the object of the exercise
is to have relaxing environment. I don’t know how Mongolian
Death Metal is relaxing, but it is for me, sometimes.

The Great Me in action.
A fellow miniature gamer by the name of Doug Croyle, whom I
met and played with in Guam, had the best idea I had seen until
I saw the light halo, which is to mount a bright light on a swing
arm over my shoulder. The reason for the light being over your
shoulder was so I could sit upright and have great lighting to see
what I was doing when I paint. With the light halo, I can sit
upright at the table and get light from all angles at the same
time.
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Hunched forward like under a single light for extended periods
is, in ergonomic terms, “a major disaster.” It’s not good for
your breathing, posture, blood circulation, digestion or anything
else for you.
Sitting upright, with your head relatively level (avoiding Tablet
Neck) allows you to paint for extended periods without
discomfort, fatigue or other negative consequences. The light
halo gives bright light on the miniature at all angles so you can
see exactly what and where you are painting while being in a
proper physical alignment. This alone helps more than you’ll
ever know.
Lighting the Way

With the development of Compact Fluorescent and LED lighting
technology, we now have an expanded choice in the color of the
light we use. While we had these “color temperatures” with
incandescent bulbs, most of us never paid attention to the
difference.
Before I get into this, I want to emphasize the color temperature
will make a difference in how you see the miniatures you are
painting. An incorrect choice of lighting could lead to an
incorrect choice of color. I don’t mean you might use orange
instead of red, but rather you might pick Gold Yellow due to the
incorrect light, then under sunlight (5000K) you will see Sun
Yellow would have been a better choice.
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The three primary types of color temperature for light emitting
devices (incandescent bulbs, Compact Fluorescent bulbs and
LED bulbs) are:
 Soft White (2700K – 3000K)
 Bright White/Cool White (3500K – 4100K)
 Daylight (5000K – 6500K)

The higher the Degrees Kelvin, the whiter the color temperature.
Although the whiter lights will appear "brighter" than those of a
lower Kelvin reading, the amount of Lumens (measurement for
brightness) does not change, and true brightness is not affected.
With all that being said, you want a light source that delivers a
color temperature of 5000K or greater and a lumen rating of 800
or greater, which is equivalent to a 60w incandescent bulb or
higher. I recommend this one.
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
-Tracers work both ways.
-The only thing more accurate than incoming enemy fire is
incoming friendly fire.
-When you have secured the area, make sure the enemy knows
it too.
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Chapter 8
Miniatures: what have we here?
The starting point for every miniature we field in battle is right
here. When we buy a miniature, we either buy it as a NIB (New
In Blister), we buy what someone has independently made,
something we printed on a 3D printer, or we buy already
assembled and painted models from the secondary market (eBay
or a forum where people buy and sell).
These miniatures are made from a variety of materials, each of
which requires slightly different handling. Let’s start there.
Metal: Most metal miniatures are made of some variety of the
metals tin, antimony, bismuth and others, including lead. This
mixture results in what is known as pewter, which is soft and
has a very low melting temperature. This means these miniatures
can be cast in rubber molds by what is known as spincasting.
These miniatures are the heaviest of the different types and are
more “flexible” than miniatures made from other materials. You
can bend a part a bit (not too far, not too often) to customize the
pose a bit or to make something fit. The weight also gives
stability.
Plastic: The process of creating these starts with melting plastic
pellets and forcing the sludge through an injection-mold
machine that produces sprues with multiple parts that are
clipped off and glued together. This is the most expensive
process to develop the molds, but once that cost is out of the
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way, the production cost per unit is the lowest. Plastic
miniatures come in a variety of plastics, so know what kinds of
glue you can use before you start assembly.
They are also the lightest. When I had plastic Space Marines, I
glued a nickel under the base to give it more stability and “heft.”
Just in case you’re curious, here are YouTube videos on how
metal miniatures and plastic miniatures are created.
Resin: A two-part expandable closed-cell foam is poured into
molds and left to expand and cure. The fine detail of the
miniatures is the best than any other type, but those fine details
are brittle and can snap off during even regular handling. Many
of the Games Workshop’s “high end” miniatures are made of
resin, so the miniature can be used as an army’s centerpiece due
to the level of detail. All the cannon-fodder gets is a basic paint
job.
These materials/methods have been feasible for true
manufacturers due to equipment costs and mold development.
Some people use homemade molds that they make from existing
miniatures and can make small runs with resin.
Now let’s talk about what anybody can do today.

3-D Printers
Right now, the 3-D printer revolution is in its’ heyday. There are
high-quality printers at affordable prices (starting around $250)
that can allow a regular player like you or I to print out
battalions of miniatures.
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Right now, there are two types of 3-D printers, filament and
resin. Each kind is best suited for different print outputs.
Filament 3-D printers like the Ender 3, uses a spool of plastic
material (you can choose from PLA, ABS and several others)
that’s fed into the print head to be melted and extruded onto the
table. While you can (cue Jeff Goldblum’s “Just because you
can doesn’t mean you should”) print ‘Mechs and vehicles with
this, this machine and the PLA/ABS material is best suited for
terrain due to the achievable level of detail. Besides, with a
whopping 724 cubic inches (220x220x250mm) of “printable
volume,” a single ‘Mech would almost get lost like a 2nd
Lieutenant in an empty field.
The other kind of 3-D printer uses a resin liquid that is solidified
by UV LEDs, like the Anycubic Photon, so the miniature is
actually printed upside down. The next chapter is all about
running a resin printer.
The first 3-D printers were very “coarse” in their resolution. As
with any new technology, each succeeding generation of
hardware and software has increased the precision and quality of
the finished products, kind of like Moore’s Law.
My advice here (as always), is to seek out those knowledgeable
and learn from them. Look for a “makerspace” in your area. You
can also get the .stl files from links I provide in the next chapter.
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
-Anything you do can get you killed, including nothing.
-Make it too tough for the enemy to get in, and you won’t be
able to get out.
- Teamwork is essential; it gives the enemy other people to
shoot at.
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Chapter 9
Rolling Your Own
I need to be serious for a moment and talk about ethical printing.
The authors who create and offer the 3D print files we print and
paint put a lot of time and effort into each one. It’s not a quick or
easy process. Try it for yourself and see.
Everything I am talking about is under the honor system. I’m not
the copyright police and it’s none of my business what you do.
All I’m asking is for you to treat the author of the file like you
would want to be treated. Pay it forward and all that.
I need to draw some distinctions here. You will be printing
miniatures under generally three categories: Personal use, for a
friend, and for profit.
There are two types of licenses you stipulate to when you get the
file for a miniature, either free or paid. I am talking about both
here, so what goes for one goes for the other unless specified.
Personal use: They’re your files, do with them as you will.
Print for a friend: If someone oohs over one of your new prints
and asks, “I don’t have a 3D printer, can you make one for me?”
here’s what I would do. YMMV. No matter what, you get to
charge for your machines’ wear and tear, time and materials
(WTT&M). Don’t forget the setup time (building the supports,
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etc.), post-production (removing supports, cleaning, curing, etc.)
and a reasonable net profit.
(Free) For a couple of prints (up to 4-5), charge WTT&M and if
the author has a tip jar, also charge an extra $1.00 (or your local
equivalent) per miniature to tip the author. If they ask you to
print more than that 4-6, increase your net profit because at that
scale it’s probably cutting into your printing time.
(Paid) Ask them to properly buy the file from the author and
give a copy to you. Charge for WTT&M (no extra $1.00) and
print away. If they pirated the file, the Bad Karma is on them,
not you. And delete the file once you’re done.
Printing for profit: If you’re printing and selling your own
creations, go for it. I have no problem with you and I’ll cheer
you on. I might even buy some. If you’re printing someone
else’s file(s) and selling them on-line without their knowledge
and/or permission, you’re at least a jerk and definitely an
accumulator of Bad Karma. Work out an agreement with the
author so they get part of the proceeds. Again, put yourself in
the author’s place and ask yourself about how you would feel in
that situation?
My bottom line here is, everybody needs to be rewarded for
their work. If these miniature creators don’t get that positive
feedback we all crave, be it accolades or money, they will stop
doing it. Then where would the rest of us be?
So when you can, where you can, throw a few bucks the
author’s way. End of serious. Back to fun!
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This chapter comes from my experience with the Anycubic
Photon printer. Any resin printer will have the same general
characteristics and the same general instructions should apply.
The care and feeding of PLA (filament) printers will come in the
next edition, after I save up for one, or some thankful reader
could gift me one. Hint, hint. ;-)

Fair Warning
You are going to make mistakes with your first few prints.
“Experience is what you get when you didn’t get what you
wanted.” You’re going to get a lot of experience doing this,
believe me. With that being said, please avoid the “Experience
gained is directly proportional to the amount of equipment
ruined” learning curve.
Remember the comments and the Flash Gordon reference on
page 78 about everything you need to balance to get your
airbrush working at maximum performance? This is worse. You
have to consider the number, location and thickness of supports
to start. Then you have the characteristics of the resin, such as
the best ambient temperature for it, cure time per layer, best
layer thickness to use and more. These numbers change between
manufacturers of both printers and resins.
SPECIAL NOTE: I am not printing hollow units and don’t plan
to in the near future, so I cannot write knowledgeably on how to
edit the file to make it hollow, where to put the drain holes and
how to properly cure the interior of a miniature. You’ll have to
find that information on your own.
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Broad Overview
A resin printer uses a liquid photo-sensitive epoxy to create the
miniature, which is cured into a solid form by ultraviolet light.
With it being epoxy, all of the safety measures I discussed in
Chapter 2 about epoxy adhesive still apply. ALWAYS use
nitrile gloves, eye protection, a respirator and all other
appropriate safety equipment when handling or might be
handling non-cured epoxy.
Resin printers work by having a vat to hold the resin. The
bottom of the vat is made of a clear film called FEP, which
stands for what it’s made of, namely “fluorinated ethylene
propylene.” The FEP has to be stretched taut, like a drum skin,
but not too tight. When you pour your resin into the vat then
start the printing process, your build plate comes down and into
the resin, stopping just short of the FEP, leaving a 0.05mm (50
microns, or whatever your layer thickness is set to) gap for the
resin to flow between the plate and the FEP. The ultraviolet
LED’s then shine on what needs to be cured. This newly cured
resin is stuck to both the build plate (or the previous layer) and
the FEP.
After the set amount of cure time, the build plate elevates
upward and pulls the cured epoxy off the FEP. This is why the
FEP has to be taut, because the epoxy will come off the FEP like
your cheek off of the toilet seat after a night of heavy partying.
The cheek/FEP is sticking to the other side and a certain amount
of force has to be applied to pull them apart. While the
cheek/FEP has some “give” to try and not separate, if the FEP is
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not tight enough, the cured epoxy will not pull off properly (or
at all) and ruin the print job. Think like you didn’t hold the toilet
seat down with your hand when you lifted your head up.
After all of that, the build plate descends back into the resin to
get ready for the next layer of printing.
Before we get into anything, I am recommending you use only
the water-soluble resin. If you want to use the regular resin,
whenever I mention water from here on out in this chapter,
mentally replace “water” with “Isopropyl Alcohol” (IPA).
There are two main types of resins, regular and water-soluble.
The only important distinction between the two is what you use
to clean the miniature once you get it off the build plate. For the
regular resin you will use Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA), Simple
Green or other recommended chemical. Water-soluble resin
uses, well, water. This resin is about 50% more expensive, but
you also don’t have the added cost of the IPA either. This makes
the process a lot easier overall. Before I forget, DO NOT use
water to wash standard resin. It can cause your just printed
miniature to delaminate and that won’t look good on the table.
Before you pour epoxy into the vat and hit print, how about we
make sure we have something to print first. So let’s talk about
that process.
Websites like Cults3D, My Mini Factory, Thingiverse, and
others have thousands of files you can download for free or
minimal cost. If you ask the right people, you might also find
repositories of other public domain files.
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Most 3D printer files you will have or obtain will be in an “.stl”
format, which a universal format and is understood by all
applications that support 3D printers. 3D printers however,
require you to make a “sliced” file, which are the actual
instructions on how to print each layer and are pretty specific to
each brand of printer. There are several different formats of
sliced files, particular to each brand of printer. Formats like
.photon, .cbddlp and so on. You don’t have to worry about this
because it’s set automatically when you set up your printer
profile.
The videos at the end of the chapter go into great detail on this,
but let me give you the overview:
Angle the miniature: Depending on what you’re printing, it can
sometimes be advantageous to slightly tilt the miniature one way
or the other. This angling will change the strategy and the
number of supports you will use. The choice of angling it faceforward or backwards is a judgment call. I usually use a 15
degree face-forward angle, but you make your own decisions.
Various supports: Supports are used as the “starting point” of
“floating pixels.” Every bit of a miniature has to be able to trace
a path from it to the base in pretty much a straight line. If the
pixel can’t do that, then a bad print will happen. You have Light,
Medium and Heavy supports. Heavy supports are load-bearing
and go between the raft and the miniature. These have the
biggest “connection” from the scaffolding to the miniature.
Light supports are what you want to use next. These will be used
for most of the connection points and are easiest to remove.
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Mediums are for those times you want some load-bearing but
easy removal.

Pic of a Mauler. If you rely on only auto-supports, you get the
print on the left. Do what I tell you and you get the one on the
right.
Your 3D print applications have an “auto-supports” function
where they will place supports where they think they need to go,
which is never enough. Don’t depend on auto-supports alone.
Once you’ve done the auto-supports, slice that to a test file, and
then run it through Photon File Validator
When the bottom of the print is flat, here’s where I use a metal
scraper, to break the heavy connections.
In the below picture, I used light supports under the building on
the left. As you can see, the light supports were not enough to
support the weight of the print and it “broke away” from the
supports and distorted the building.
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Light supports (L) vs. Heavy supports (R).
Resin Rafting: There is a setting in ChiTuBox called “Raft” (it
might have different names in other applications) and this
pertains to the base that is set to the build plate. If you don’t use
a raft, each support will have its’ own individual “sucker” (think
the suckers on the arms of an Octopus) holding it to the build
plate. If you use a raft, this creates a whole plate that all of the
supports to attach to. This helps cut down on the chances that
the print will pull off of the build plate during the print.
Why is this important? Because you have
a bevel around the edge and you can use
the plastic scraper and pop the miniature
off a lot easier than knocking off 28
individual non-beveled suckers.
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Here’s an edge-on to show the bevel:

Get your scraper under that, lever up
and pop goes the Raft!
Another reason is the first 3-5 layers are “cooked extra.” A
regular layer is exposed to about 8 seconds of UV light. The first
layers are exposed for 30+ seconds to harden the resin extra to
make sure it adheres to the build plate. This will actually cause a
“lip” to form if the part starts directly on the base (no supports
holding it up a bit).

The file-building process
When I mention ChiTuBox in this section, which is a “tilt, scale,
support and slice the file” (TSSS) application, I can mean any
other application below except Photon Vile Validator (PFV).
Use what works best for you.
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Also, while PFV can fix and save files, there’s no guarantee that
your printer can actually read them. I know my Photon can’t
read the .photon files PFV exports. Maybe in the next version.
Save your work: As an IT guy, I would never write changes
like what we’re going to do to the original document. If you do,
you won’t be able to “go back” to an earlier version. If you
support, save, close and reopen the file, the supports are part of
the miniature anc can’t be edited like when you were adding
them. Save your changes as a different file name for each stage.
Open the file in ChiTuBox and do the auto supports. Then set
ChiTuBox to slice the miniature to a .cbddlp format (I use the
Elegoo Mars profile) and save the sliced file as “[Miniature
Name] Test” or some such. Do not close ChiTuBox or delete
this miniature from ChiTuBox.
Test your work: Run the Test file through PFV. Put PFV and
ChiTuBox on two different monitors (if you have multiple
monitors) and step through the layers with PFV to see where a
support is missing, then add a support in the indicated spot in
ChiTuBox. You don’t have to fix everything, but when a bit
appears “mid-air” and there’s no support connected to it, add a
support to it in ChiTuBox.
Once you have updated the supports, I would save the file as
“Atlas AS-7D Ready” so I know I can just slice it. I also save
my “Ready” files in their own directory for easy access. If you
got it right, you never have to go through this process again (for
this model, at least).
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I advise against keeping your sliced file for two reasons.
First, economy of effort. The duration of a print is dependent on
the number of layers printed, not how big any particular layer is.
When you go to print, throw as many things you need to print
onto the plate that will fit. It takes just as long to print one Atlas
by itself as it takes printing six Atlases. Maximize the efficiency
of your printing time by printing as much as possible in one job.
Better to make an ad hoc group each time than print models you
may not need. If you have a miniature that uses multiple parts,
now would be a good time to add all of those parts into one file
by putting them all on a build plate together and calling it a
“set.” My Tokugawa tank has seven parts to it, so I put them
onto the same build plate and saved it like that, calling it
“Tokugawa Set Ready.”
Second, parameters such as your layer thickness and exposure
time are part of the sliced file. Changing things like resin types
between file creation and file printing might ruin the print. Treat
your sliced files like an egg salad sandwich. Make it, use it, and
throw out the leftovers when you’re done.
Almost there: Now we can set ChiTuBox to slice for our
printer, load up the build plate with as much as you can and slice
the lot. Copy this file to your USB drive.
Let’s print the file: See the “Keep Your Resin Happy” quick
lessons on page 123 before you fire your printer up. Once you
have the vat with resin in your printer, plug the USB drive in,
select and print. Note the printer’s estimated print duration and
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add 15 minutes. Set a timer so you’re back about that time and
complete the print.
Once you understand what you’re doing, it should take about
20-30 minutes to auto-support, verify and add missing supports
to a miniature. As long as you keep your printer in good
maintenance (proper build plate alignment, good FEP condition,
etc.) and you properly support your miniatures, your failure rate
should be very low.
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Tools and Implements
Applications: The computer applications you will need to
create, edit and slice your .stl files. Each one does the same
things in their own way and the interfaces are different. Pick
what works for you. Here are the ones I’ve found to date, they’re
all free:
Blender: This is the application where you can create what we
ultimately print. The other applications can basically tilt, scale
the miniature, build supports and slice the file (TSSS) and that’s
it. I have peeked into this, but my skills and available time are
not up to the task (yet) to learn and effectively use this
application.
ChiTuBox: This seems to be the standard, as all of the YouTube
videos that talk about various things use this application. TSSS
only.
Cura: Made by Utilimaker, this is another TSSS software which
I have not evaluated it yet.
Meshmixer: This one I plan to use when I have to split a print
because it’s too big for my printer. With this application, you
can separate the miniature into multiple parts, then add pins so
the miniature can be properly aligned and fitted back into one
piece after printing. This video explains the process quite well.
Photon File Validator: This one is critical for you. No matter
which app you TSSS a miniature with, slice the file and run that
file through this app to find the unsupported bits that can ruin
your print.
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Prusa Slicer: This is the TSSS app for the Prusa series of PLA
printers. This was recommended to me as its auto supports
function is claimed to be better than ChiTuBox. Easier, yes. But
still run the sliced result through Photon File Validator.
Spectrum Analyzer: Your FEP has to be just so in its’
tightness. The best way to know this is by giving it a gentle
thump with a non-sharp tool and determining what the tone is.
There are multiple apps of this function for your phone or tablet,
run the app and tap the FEP, watching what frequency comes
out. You’re shooting for 275-350Hz.
Bottle cap: Something simple, like a cap from a soda bottle.
Used in the process of replacing the FEP, this makes sure you
have “slack” when you’re putting the new FEP into the vat
frame. Explained in this video.
Build plate bin: This is just a basic plastic box that’s a little
bigger than your build plate and used for soaking and cleaning
the build plate after a print. I use an old Swiffer pad box. If
you’re using IPA, the bin needs to be big enough to fully
enclose the build plate and have an airtight seal to prevent the
IPA from evaporating.
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Dedicated USB thumb drive: We all have those old and
“small” thumb drives lying around doing nothing. This is a good
reason to keep them. Just so you know, if you have sliced files
on a thumb drive but the printer can’t see them, check your drive
size first. The Photon can handle drives up to 16GB.
Disposable Vat: This vat works with multiple resin printers and
has a non-replaceable FEP. Current price is about $20.00 a vat.
The good thing about these is they come with a cover. Using
these, you can quickly switch between different-colored resins.
Not tried yet, but on the list.
Eyeglass cleaning wipes: To help clean the FEP and get the
epoxy out of the vat.
Hobby knife: Used to trim a new FEP to the frame. I know I
already suggested this in Chapter 2, however, you might want a
second knife just for this. These blades will get chewed up
relatively quickly. You don’t want to use a blade damaged from
replacing a FEP damaging your miniature.
Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA): This IPA is not India Pale Ale.
Probably tastes the same though. ;-) You need 95% or higher.
You will use this to rinse the miniature after printing, unless you
go with the water-soluble resin.
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LED Screen Gasket: This is an aftermarket adhesive-backed
gasket, meant to seal around the edge of the LCD panel. This
prevents resin spills getting inside the printer. If resin gets in
there, I can see internal damage and a difficult cleanup in your
future. Don’t forget to re-Zero your build plate after installing
this.
Lipped mats: These are actually pet food mats and are lipped so
spills/leaks won’t get away from you. I use two on my
workbench. The first one saved my bacon on the second day I
had it. If there’s one thing you buy out of this list, this better be
it.
Microfiber rag: Used with the window cleaner below for the
last step in vat cleaning. Found in auto parts stores and the car
care section of Wal-Mart/Target.
Paint Strainer: This disposable filter, combined with a funnel,
is how you recover unused resin.
Pickle jar: A 1qt container that comes with an internal basket so
you can lift the pickles out without sticking your fingers into the
brine.
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Replacement FEP: This is the film that makes up the bottom of
the resin vat. I go into it more in a couple of pages. I suggest a
thickness of .15mm or 150 microns. The point here is, you will
be replacing this on a fairly regular basis. 3D Print Farm
explains that in depth in “Replacing the FEP.” Most sheets are
200mm x 140mm, this one is 200mm x 280mm. You can get
two FEPs out of one sheet. You save about 50 cents a sheet with
this one over the 140mm sized.
Resin: I only recommend the Elegoo Water-Washable Resin.
It’s more expensive, but you don’t have to buy and deal with
IPA either. TREAT YOUR WASH WATER AS HAZARDOUS
UNTIL DISPOSAL, which I will discuss later.
Scraper: My printer came with a plastic scraper to get the prints
off the build plate. It does the job when used properly (beveled
rafts). The edge is easily damaged when not used properly. I
suggest a 1¼” metal scraper also.
Shop Towels: You need to use the blue shop towels found at
auto parts stores for cleanup, especially the vat. Regular paper
towels are too rough and will scratch the FEP.
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Squeegee: This disposable squeegee will make sure you recover
all of the leftover resin in your reservoir. It doesn’t scratch the
FEP.
UV source: I absolutely love American ingenuity. I was
building my own cure box (it’s in the DIY chapter) and going to
line it with LEDs, but then I found this cure station. This one
includes a turntable that’s powered by the light generated by the
cure assembly to make sure the cure is even. The cost of this is
less than the cost, time and effort of what I was going to spend
on doing it my way. As an option, here’s an Adam Savage video
on how to make a curing oven based on a metal bread box.
Window cleaner: Polish your FEP and vat
with this and your microfiber cloth. Found
near the microfiber cloths. Specifically
recommended by 3D Print Farm because it has
a foaming action.
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Printing Endgame
Once the print is done, remove the build plate from the printer
and set it on a paper towel to drain, as there will be some
uncured epoxy on the build plate and the miniature. If you’re
using the beveled raft, take your plastic scraper and lever it
under the bevel to pop the print off the plate. If the print is
directly on the build plate, you’ll need a metal scraper. To
minimize gouging the build plate, keep the metal scraper as flat
as you can against the build plate.
WARNING: The metal scraper is SHARP. It WILL get away
from you when the print pops off the build plate. You are going
to use a fair amount of pressure to dislodge the print and it will
pop off quickly and without warning. Place your hand that’s
holding the build plate/print in such a way that it won’t be
stabbed/sliced when the print pops off.
Once all of the prints are off the build plate, open the build plate
bin (which should have about ¾” of water/IPA in it) and place
the build plate into the bin. Swish the plate around a bit, seal it
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up (so the IPA won’t evaporate) and don’t worry about it until
you’ve got the prints in your cure box.
Now is the best time to get most or all of the supports off the
print. Right now the resin is not fully cured, so it will be more
flexible. Once you have cured it under the UV lights, it will be
harder, less flexible and brittle. Remove the supports by
applying pressure with the edge of your thumbnail to where
supports meet the print and twisting the miniature and base
opposite of each other. You got clippers for later if it doesn’t
come off now. The metal scraper is good to knock heavy
supports that are under the base of the miniature. Again, don’t
put the other hand where the scraper might go when it slips.
Let’s recap. You’ve got your file, supported it, added and
checked the supports, sliced it, printed it, got it off the build
plate, and have peeled off the supports. Now what? Pickles!
Drop your miniatures into the pickle basket, then place the
strainer in the container, seal and shake for 10-15 seconds.
Refrain from the “Army Painter shake” (Page 147), rather give it
a “James Bond Martini” kind of shake, just enough to
adequately agitate everything. Open it up, remove the basket and
place the parts on a paper towel to drain.
Next step is to finish curing by exposing them to intense UV
light. It can be as simple as leaving them outside on a sunny day,
or having a dedicated UV light setup. If you have a single light
source setup, rotate the miniature several times to make sure the
entire surface has been cured. If you have a reflective box, just
stick them in and turn the light on.
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Treat UV lamps like the traps from Ghostbusters. Don’t look
into them. You can sunburn your retinas in very short order by
doing that.
Don’t worry about leaving your prints under UV too long, as
once they have fully cured the UV light doesn’t do anything else
to them. Rather, be concerned about pulling them out too soon. I
give my prints a minimum of 15-30 minute UV exposure.
While the print is curing, open the container with your build
plate. Swish it around a couple times again, pull it out, let it
drain and clean all surfaces with a shop towel. Now it’s ready to
be replaced in the printer and you are ready to print again.
After you have removed the print from the UV light, it is now
fully cured and can be handled with unprotected hands. Keep
your eye protection on until you have removed all supports from
the miniature, using your regular modeling tools.
Aftercare for the turntable plate: Any kind of clear plastic plate
(such as on my turntable) will have liquid on it from what you
cured. Before closing the cure box, clean any residue that’s on it
by using an eyeglass wipe.
When you’re done printing, you can either cover the vat and
keep it in a dark place, or drain the contents of the vat back into
your resin container, through a funnel and the paint strainer. Use
one of the squeegees to get as much resin out of the bin as
possible. Use a shop towel and clean the vat frame (NOT THE
FEP), then wipe the inside down with one of the eyeglass wipes
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until all resin is gone. At this point a final wipe (FEP and frame)
with the window spray and microfiber cloth is warranted.
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Quick lessons:
All of these suggestions are meant to prevent bad print jobs and
have come from videos I have recommended below and my
experiences. Reread my comments on experience at the
beginning of this chapter.
Always wear your safety equipment. Please. Don’t lose an
eye, get poisoned or pick up a permanent and widespread case of
psoriasis. And don’t lose any body parts, they don’t grow back.
Be meticulous with your cleaning. A speck of resin that
escapes the vat and ends up on the LED array and is not quickly
cleaned up will result in a probable semi-expensive replacement
of the LED array. Also, resin residue on something that you
touch without gloves is a bad thing.
Level your build plate regularly. This is a physical alignment
of the build plate to the LED array in the X, Y and Z axis. You
are removing and replacing the build plate on the Z assembly
with every print. I would rather do this twice as often as I need
to and not have any bad prints, than have bad prints because I
didn’t do it enough. Do this every time you replace your FEP as
well. Appendix D at the end of the book is a sheet that you cut to
size and has instructions on how to level and Z your build plate.
Replace your FEP regularly, they are inexpensive, compared
to lost time and resin from bad prints. If you look at your FEP
and see that it’s getting marginal, if you can say to yourself, “I
can probably get another 2-3 prints out of this,” replace it.
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Tune your FEP regularly. I suggest every time you’re starting
a new print session. Get your spectrum analyzer out and check
with a couple taps before you pour resin into the vat.
Don’t add resin while
printing. I did this because
I didn’t want to run out of
resin while printing a
building. That ridge was
the result. Your printer has
a “pause” button that will
pull the print totally out of
the vat and waits until you
hit resume. Use it.
Strain your resin when recovering. You will be pouring resin
from the vat back into the bottle at some point. Use a paint
strainer inside the funnel when recovering it to keep particles
and other contaminants out of future prints.
Don’t stock for the Apocalypse. Resin has a one year shelf life
from the date of manufacture. Don’t buy more than you need for
3-4 months at a time. I’m reasonably confident your 3D printing
will be the least of your worries if the supply chain collapses.
Wash water disposal: If you’ve taken my advice and are using
the water-washable resin, here’s how I dispose of the water.
Dump the water into a dedicated multi-gallon container. I’m
using a five-gallon bucket. Cover it and drill a couple 1-2” holes
in the lid so the water can evaporate but animals can’t drink
from it. Glue mesh over the holes so wasps and other stinging
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insects don’t set up nests inside the bucket and surprise you
when you open the lid.
Leave it outside so it’s in the sun and let it evaporate naturally.
Obviously this won’t work when it’s below freezing, so that’s
why I suggested a multi-gallon container if it builds up over a
winter. Once the water has evaporated and the resin is hard, you
can scrape it out and toss the resin or just throw the entire
container away, depending on the cost of the container.
Clean your IPA. I had a procedure here, I tried it and I failed
miserably. I left my IPA in direct sunlight for days and never got
the results in the videos. Which is why I’m now printing with
water-washable resin. You can watch the videos that talk about
it and I hope you have a better result than I did.
Keep your resin happy. Resin can remain in the vat almost
indefinitely, provided it’s stored correctly. Store the vat in a dark
area, put a cover on it (it helps cut down on outgassing, which
can alter the chemical characteristics of the resin) and make sure
it has no direct sunlight shining on it. The disposable vats come
with a lid, or click on this link for a file to print one. If you’ve
let it sit overnight or longer, use your plastic spatula to gently
stir it before use.
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Video links:
Channels:
3D Print Farm

Nerdtronic

3DPrintingPro

VFXForge

Individual videos:
Getting Started: Tools!
Leveling the build plate
Replacing and tuning the FEP
Calibrate your resin printer
How to orient models
Using Prusa Slicer to generate Auto Supports
In-Depth explanation on why prints fail.
When to use Light, Medium or Heavy Supports.
Resin handling
Setting resin exposure settings
Resin Exposure Finder
How to get near perfect prints
How to make multi-part prints for oversized files
Intro to ChiTuBox:
Playlist Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5
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[This page is left intentionally blank]
“I have OCD and need to keep things just so.”
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
- Five second fuses always burn three seconds.
-If the enemy is within range, so are you.
-Military Intelligence is a contradiction.
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Chapter 10
Stripping for Fun and Profit
Because many players do leave miniature wargaming, or just a
particular game system, you will find a healthy secondary
market for miniatures. The problem with these miniatures is they
don’t have the color scheme you want and often they look like
they’ve been painted by a drunk monkey with crayons. Or, you
have gotten tired of your miniatures being painted as Davion
when you found your allegiance has shifted to Kurita. Either
way, the color scheme has to change.
The best thing to do here is to strip the miniatures to their bare
material and treat them like they’re NIB (New In Blister).
You can do this one of two ways, and it all depends on how
quickly you want to get done with this step. The quick way is to
take your ultrasonic cleaner, put on your PPE, fill the basin with
your Super Clean and run the cleaner for two 8-minute cycles. I
can’t really go this route. I’m as deaf as a post when we’re
talking about human voice frequencies, but my hearing on that
end of the range is very sensitive. A dog whistle within 100
yards will cause me extreme pain.
If time (and money) isn’t an issue (a half-dozen pint Mason jars
will run you $10, ultrasonic cleaners start at $50), the other way
is to put your PPE on, place a single miniature into a Mason jar
and pour enough solvent into the jar to completely submerge the
miniature. Cap and close the jar. Repeat for as many jars you
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have and/or miniatures you want to strip. Attach a note to the jar
that has the name of the miniature for later identification. Twice
a day, gently swish each jar for 5-10 seconds to agitate
everything and let the solvent do its work for 2-5 days. Longer
soak times will not hurt the miniature so if you forget for a
month you’re okay.
I do not recommend that you put multiple different miniatures
into the same jar until you are fairly experienced with this, else
parts might get switched between miniatures. Multiples of the
same miniature are easier, you just have to make sure every
miniature has the same number of parts.
When you’re ready to do the next step, put on your chore clothes
and PPE, then gather these tools:
 2 Buckets (water and
solvent)
 Dental tools
 Miniature toothbrush
(not your teeth
toothbrush)
 Paper towels

 Plastic sandwich bags
 Portable table (or any
elevated work surface)
 Strainer
 Straw brushes
 3x5 cards
 Writing instrument
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Do this outside. If there’s snow up to your rafters, or it’s raining
to the point you saw Noah, I can go with doing it in the garage.
Be aware, when you clean these parts, you will be flicking
droplets of water, solvent and paint flecks all over the
surrounding area. Better that stuff goes on the driveway than on
the car.
Step 1 Put your PPE on: Chemical burns, especially to your
eyes, are no joke.
Step 2 Prepare your space: Fill your water bucket full (almost
up to the brim) with water, set in front of your operating area.
Set your solvent bucket next to the water bucket, placing the
strainer on the solvent bucket.
Step 3 Dump and pan: Carefully pour contents of one Mason
jar into the strainer, letting the solvent go into the bucket. Let
drain, then dip and swish the strainer (with parts) in the bucket
of water to rinse the solvent off and dilute it to safe levels. Think
panning for gold. Dip and swish the strainer into the water 2-3
times.
Step 4 Pour, strain and dry: Carefully pour contents of the
strainer onto a paper towel on the table.
Step 5 Sort like an Archeologist: Comb through the glob of
paint and parts like you’re an archeologist with OCD. Grab a
part, dip it into the water, then scrub it with the brush(es) to
remove all paint and adhesive. Keep the part and brush wet
while scrubbing.
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Be detailed and careful. If there is a glob of dried cyanoacrylate
in a joint or still stuck on a part, you can try to remove it with a
fingernail or dental tool, being careful to not scratch or damage
the part.
Once the part is clean, place it on a second paper towel and
repeat with the other parts. If you can’t get parts clean, you can
start the process all over again by returning all of the parts to the
Mason jar, refilling with solvent and waiting a couple more
days.
Make sure you recover all of the parts, a small part can easily
get lost in the debris.
Step 6 Store the pieces: After the parts have dried, put the parts
into a sandwich bag, also adding a 3x5 card with the name and
model of the miniature, and how many parts it’s in and close it.
This is so you can later easily determine what miniature it is and
if any parts are missing between when you put it in the bag and
when you start working on assembly.
Step 7 Disposal of the evidence: Pour the contents of the water
bucket through the strainer into the solvent bucket. This does
two things, first it dilutes the solvent, second it should catch any
parts that might have got out of the strainer during the swishing
or came off during the scrubbing. Properly dispose of all
chemicals and water, thoroughly rinse and clean all tools, let dry
and return to the proper storage place so you still have
everything the next time you do this.
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
-A sucking chest wound is Nature’s way of telling you to slow
down.
-The enemy diversion you’re ignoring is their main attack.
-The important things are always simple; the simple are always
hard.
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Chapter 11
Miniatures Assemble!
For chapters 11, 12 and 13, I will take a miniature from parts in
the blister to tabletop. This chapter is on assembly only. The
miniature in question is a Prefect PRF-1R.

Parts NIB (New In Blister)
BEFORE YOU DO ANYTHING, READ THIS:
Assembly and preparing a miniature before painting is the
foundation on which everything else is built. If you do a bad job
here, the most fantastic paint job in the world will not save it.
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I cannot stress enough here that you need to take your time
during assembly. If you rush this process, you will end up with a
weak joint, weird pose of the miniature or other problem that
will detract from the believability of the finished miniature.
 Triple test-fit joints before applying glue.
 Test fit the joint you’re going to glue after this one before
gluing the first joint. You don’t want the positioning of
joint A causing a problem with the positioning for joint B.
 Glue one joint at a time whenever possible.
 Let the miniature sit for 30-60 minutes after gluing a joint
to make sure the joint glued has fully set and dried to its’
maximum strength.
 Doing a little several times is much preferred to do it all in
one “glop.”
To begin, take everything out of the blister pack (or container if
you just stripped the paint off an old miniature) and make sure
you have all your pieces. If you can, have a picture of the
miniature you are assembling so you know what it's supposed to
look like.
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Make sure you have all of the parts and
the parts are correct for that miniature.
Before we start gluing parts together for a new miniature, I
strongly suggest you get four things off your parts: Mold
release, sprues, flash and mold lines.
For new metal and plastic miniatures, fill your water bucket with
water, put the parts in your strainer and dip and swish the parts
4-5 times in the water before gently brushing all of the parts
with your miniature toothbrush. I suggest you do this because
when these miniatures are cast, a “Mold Release” is sprayed into
the molds before casting (like your SO sprays Pam on the pots
and pans before cooking) to help get the parts out of the mold.
Getting that Mold Release off your miniatures before assembly
will not hurt and will help the rest of this process.
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Flash and sprues. They need to be removed.
A Sprue is the path that the material the miniature is made of
takes to fill the part. They are easy to see they’re not a part
because they don’t have any detail like the rest of the parts and
they stick out in strange places. Use your precision clippers to
separate the parts from their sprues at the part.
Flash is the result of either imperfections between the mold
halves or pinhole air vents in the mold to allow the air to escape
from the mold cavities and allows the material to completely fill
the entire cavity of the part. Look closely and carefully at each
part, flash will sometimes be hard to see, especially if it’s lying
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flat against the part. Use your dental tools to get the flash away
from the part and your precision clippers to remove it.

Mold lines (in red) before
Now you can closely inspect all pieces for errors and mold lines.
When you see something like this, these are “mold lines,”
caused by an imperfect match between the parts of the mold.
Take a file of the appropriate type for the job to gently and
smoothly remove any unsightly bumps, mold lines and flash that
your precision cutters can't reach. Take your time and use the
files gently on the miniature. Not because the file might break,
but it is difficult to replace metal you filed off the miniature
because you were too "enthusiastic.”
Special note for plastic miniatures: When dealing with
injection-molded plastic miniatures, you have a chance to have
mold lines, just like with metal miniatures. You will NOT (as in
don’t ever) use your files to remove the mold lines, because you
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will leave visible scrapes on plastic. Instead, you will use your
Seam Scraper and gently scrape along the mold line to get rid of
it.

Mold lines removed. 2 out of 3 ain’t bad.
Now, test fit the parts. Make sure they fit well. You may have to
file a bit more to help the pieces fit together. During this phase,
it is essential that you take your time. You need to move quickly
only when you have glue on parts, however you should never
rush the overall assembly of a miniature. Apply your glue, fit the
parts together and wait until the glue initially sets and can hold
the piece without support. If it’s a difficult joint, I use a jig made
from Legos and Play-Doh and keep the part in position until the
glue has fully cured. This can take 30-60 minutes. Take your
time, because as I have said multiple times, the best painting job
in the world will not make up for a crappy assembly job. While
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you’re waiting for one miniature’s glue to dry, work on other
things, because the glue will dry slower if you’re watching.
If you have a delicate joint, you can do something called
"pinning the joint." This will add strength to the joint and make
it less likely that the joint will fail. I cover the concept of
pinning in chapter 15.
Now you have an assembled miniature! But wait! You're not
done yet. Just a few more things.
I highly suggest you superglue any ‘Mech to a hex base, for the
simple reasons of doing so improves the stability and look of the
miniature. A miniature on a hex base is less likely to fall over if
bumped and provides some "real estate" for you to decorate and
sell the realism of the miniature. Now that we’re at this point,
let’s talk about the bases themselves.
Bases come in a variety of materials, namely metal, plastic and
MDF, which is wood fiber pressboard. The shape of a base can
be square, round or hexagonal. Hex bases are always preferred
in BattleTech because we use a hex grid for movement and
facing of the miniature is important. I personally prefer metal
bases because the weight adds to the overall weight, heft and
stability of the miniature.
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There are also a variety of styles for bases, namely “lipped,” flat
or slotted. You won’t find miniatures that use slotted bases in
BattleTech. This is important because what kind of miniatures
you have will determine the best base to use.
If your miniature has “attached feet,” namely there is a small
slab under the feet, I recommend a lipped base. If the miniature
has separate feet, a flat base is best here. If all you have are
lipped bases, you can flip the base over and use the underside of
the base. This gets rid of the “lip.” Or, use some cyanoacrylate
to glue some small washers to the feet of the miniature and the
washers to the base. If you don’t boost the miniature, when the
texture gel is applied it will look like the miniature is standing in
a hole. For infantry, I recommend flat bases.
If you have a miniature that has a slab under it and a lipped base,
apply a large drop of superglue to the center of the base, placing
the miniature on the glue and make sure the obvious facing of
the miniature is to a hex side. Let it naturally cure. Once that is
done, use your Texture Gel and fill in the gaps between the lip
of the base and the slab of the miniature. You also need to
spread a thin layer on the slab between the feet so the rough
terrain around the base doesn’t magically “smooth out” between
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the miniatures’ feet. Do not overload it, going back and adding
more a second or third time to get it right beats putting too much
on and either spending a lot of time getting the dried texture get
off the base, or worse yet, giving the miniature a solvent bath
and starting over at the beginning. Keep your cotton swabs
handy while working with the texture gel so you can get the
texture gel off where you don’t want it to be before it solidifies.
I would apply texture to the base now before painting because
painting it will help seal and hold the basing material together
and it will look better than if you had done it as a later step.
A flat base is best decorated with PVA glue and railroad ballast.
Take a disposable brush (or cotton swab) and coat where you
want the ballast to be. Then dip and swish the base in your
railroad ballast, or you can sprinkle it on directly. Let dry.

Another ‘Mech unpainted on a base
with texture gel. I didn’t apply any
texture gel at this point between the
feet.

Voila! You now have a base with the beginnings of some
personality. Let’s move on to base coating the miniature.
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
-No plan survives contact with the enemy.
-A retreating enemy is probably just falling back and
regrouping.
-If at first you don’t succeed, call in an air strike.
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Chapter 12
It’s all about that base(coat).
Here we go. Now that we have assembled miniatures, we can
apply a base coat of paint to them. Well, almost ready.
Before you start to paint, let’s “begin with the end in mind.”
Have you decided on your paint scheme? You can select one of
the many units that have paint schemes on Camo Specs Online
or develop your own.
Now is the best time to bring up the Color Wheel I mentioned in
Tools and Implements. Let’s start with the basics and mixing
colors:
Primary Colors: Red, Yellow and Blue.
Secondary Colors: Mixed primary colors (Blue and Yellow
make Green, Red and Yellow make Orange, etc.)
Tertiary Colors: Mixed primary and secondary colors.
Now we’ll talk about using colors together in a scheme.
Complementary Colors: Opposites on the wheel. They cancel
each other out when mixed, you get some shade of Gray. When
used together (e.g., Yellow and Violet) they contrast each other
particularly well. Can be “jarring,” think of Orange text on a
Blue background.
Monochromatic: Different shades of the same color, like Army
Painter’s Alien Purple and Orc Blood. Use the second color
sparingly so you don’t “lose” the base color. The primary/accent
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colors can go either way. You can have a light base and darker
highlight or vice versa.
Analogous: The next color on either side. For Red, we would
use Red-Orange and Red-Violet for the analogous colors.
Split-Complimentary Colors: This is using the Analogous
colors of the Complimentary color (Yellow-Orange and RedOrange with Blue). You still have high contrast, but softer and
not as jarring.
Triadic Colors: Three colors equally spaced around the wheel
(e.g., Green, Orange and Violet). These sit well together and are
harmonious.
From this, we can devise a color scheme for our units.
To prevent stripping a miniature over and over again in your
quest for your paint scheme, practice your paint scheme on
paper. Between the 2nd and 3rd editions of this book, CGL
released a free “Activity book” for kids to color drawings of
various ‘Mechs. Nothing says you can’t do the same.
Experiment on the picture until you find a scheme that pleases
you. Once you’re happy with it, then go BIHPOM on the
physical miniature.
IMPORTANT: If you’re using a rattle can to spray on your
base color, make sure you can get that same exact color in a
pot/dropper. See Personal Story #1, page vii for the why. You
will be doing touchups, or you start detail painting and find an
undersprayed area. If you don’t have that exact color in a
pot/dropper, you’ll have to mix it by eye. If we’re talking about
a small area, close enough is good enough. If you’re talking a
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large area (more than 1/16” square), any color difference will be
noticeable. Really noticeable. As in, “Dude. What happened?”
kind of noticeable.
Personally, you pick what colors you want. You can use a hot
pink base with green stripes and orange polka dots for all I care.
I have seen more Hello Kitty or My Little Pony paint schemes
than I want to remember. However, a color scheme that hurts the
eyes of anyone looking at it will defeat the purpose of a good
paint job, which is to have other people admire your miniatures.

You thought I was kidding, didn’t you?
Found in this thread. Photo Credit Dark-Soldi3r
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The “Second most feared Marauder” in the Inner Sphere.
Credit: Joe Guillemette
(Joe asked me to explain the “most feared Marauder”
is a black Marauder with internal LED’s by his friend.)
When dealing with miniatures, you should always apply a
primer coat first. Primer paint is formulated differently from
other paints and is used because the other paints will stick to the
primer better than an unpainted miniature so the final color paint
will be less likely to flake off.
Here is a warning: the color of the primer will affect the base
paint scheme. Let’s say your base color is yellow. If you use a
black primer under the yellow, the yellow will be a significantly
darker shade than if you had used a white primer.
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Or, you can go with the Army Painter system. Their spray paints
are both primer and primary color in one can. I heartily
recommend them because I have successfully used them for
over 10 years now.

The three steps of the Army Painter system. Base coat, dip, seal.
The only caveats are these cans of paint are $15 each and some
colors are thicker than others so you need to follow my (their)
instructions below exactly.
1. When they say “shake well,” they mean SHAKE WELL.
Before your first spray of the day for that can or after it has
set for more than 30 minutes, shake it for over 2 minutes
enthusiastically enough the whole time that your eyes are
still rattling when you stop.
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2. Shake for 5-10 seconds after every other spray. You need
to keep the paint loose inside the can.
3. When you finish painting the miniatures in front of you,
invert the can (nozzle down) and clear the nozzle by
spraying 3-5 seconds until no paint comes out. Trust me,
you need to do this. If paint dries inside the nozzle, it’s like
letting paint get into the Heel of your brush. The can will
be toast after that. Don’t worry, you have a lot more
propellant than you do paint.
When you’re actually painting, here are my suggestions:
1. Spray close, as in 4-6” from the miniature.
2. Sweep across the miniature(s), be it side-to-side or up-anddown. This means if you’re sweeping right-to-left, you aim
to the right of the rightmost miniature. Start spraying at that
point, then sweep to the left. Once you move past the
leftmost miniature, then you release the spray on the can. If
you just point and spray without sweeping, the result you
will get is too much paint on the miniature. Too much paint
will fill in and hide details. The quality you get from
painting like that will fall into the “painted by a drunk
monkey with crayons” category, which is what we want to
avoid.
3. After each painting session, and set the tray (with the
miniatures) aside in a safe place so they won’t be disturbed.
If you are spraying other miniatures with other colors, that
safe space needs to be where these miniatures won’t catch
the overspray of the other color in that safe place. Allow
30-60 minutes to give the paint a chance to thoroughly dry.
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4. You will need to spray from several angles to make sure
you get everywhere. For the first spray session, I set it on
its’ back, face up (to get the underside of the miniature),
then face down. I do this because if you paint them upright
first, then lay them down, the paint on the barrel muzzles
(or hands, whatever is in contact with the paper towel) will
come off when you pick it up, requiring an unnecessary
touch-up when on the bench.
5. For your second spray session, place the miniatures
standing upright and spray from all sides.
6. Third session, carefully inspect each miniature for
undersprayed/missed areas and be sure to get those.
If you’ve done it right, this is what you should have:

A properly basecoated miniature.
You do? Great! On to the next chapter!
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
-The easy way is always mined.
-No combat ready unit has ever passed inspection. No
inspection ready unit has ever passed combat.
- Radios will fail as soon as you need fire support.
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Chapter 13
In the beginning, start with one.
As of the ending of the last chapter, you should have a couple
dozen miniatures assembled and base painted, now ready for the
detail painting. In this chapter, you and I will take our Prefect
miniature from basecoated to complete. Then we will discuss
my suggested assembly line methods to get the rest of your
miniatures on their way to the battlefield.
I personally subscribe to the “three swipe” school of painting.
This means if it takes me at least three Swipes for me to see a
difference of what I was painting, I’m doing it correctly. This is
not a race. You can do speed painting once you get the basics
down and get better at this craft. Make haste slowly.
An analogy for this is “tuning up.” When musicians tune their
instruments, they “tune up,” or intentionally set the instrument
they are tuning to a note lower than what it’s supposed to be,
then gradually raising the note until it’s playing the proper pitch.
It’s a lot easier (and better in quality) to go in lightly and build
up to the look you want than to glob paint on thickly and fix it
later.
Another thing to remember is metallic paints will dry out a bit
faster than non-metallic. On top of that, the amount of time that
paint is viable on a brush drops exponentially the smaller the
brush gets. A 50% load of paint in a Character brush can be
viable for upwards of a minute before the paint stops coming off
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the brush onto the miniature. If you have ten seconds with a
Psycho before that paint dries you’re lucky.
Take your time in painting because a) this should be an
enjoyable and relaxing pastime and b) the quality of the final
product will go up if you take your time to go slowly and
carefully.
At this point in time, let’s prepare our wet palette. Consulting
the notes on the color scheme, place a drop of each needed color
on the wet palette and pre-mix any blended colors. I also set out
the brushes I will be using, for me those are the Army Painter
Character, Detail, Insane Detail and The Psycho. They still have
the Red, Orange Yellow and Green bands on their handles so I
can tell them apart without my glasses.
The first place I start on a miniature is on the base. I heavily coat
the base with Beastly Brown with my Character brush. I heavily
coat the base because the texture gel/ballast is very porous so
you have to make sure you get every crack and crevice. Give
plenty of time for it to fully dry. Don’t worry if you get the
Beastly Brown on the feet of the miniature, we’ll be fixing that
in later steps.
Once the base is dry, then I lightly drybrush Plague Brown on
the base, just enough it shows. I then very lightly drybrush
White over that. If you want a darker base, a Black/Gunmetal
Grey/White and not having any static grass works just as well.
Try not to paint “working” bases (as opposed to “display only”)
to any specific motif so it can work in any environment.
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The base after drybrushing.
If you think there’s too much highlighting, this is easily fixed by
drybrushing the original Beastly Brown on the base. Do this
until you’re satisfied.

Group W Rifleman
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To show how I highlight, I am going to another unit with a
different color scheme because this base color is lighter and thus
easier to see.
I’m sure you can see three shades of blue on this miniature. This
is a good example of a monochromatic color scheme. The base
color is the middle shade (Crystal Blue), while the highlighted
panels on the waist and legs are slightly darker (Magic Blue)
and then in thin lines around the darker panels is the lightest
shade (Electric Blue). You can use this to represent
“weathering” or accentuate certain parts of the miniature. I also
use my Psycho brush to draw Electric Blue in the cracks of the
miniature.
What do you do if you’re painting say, the cockpit window
frame and you slip and get silver paint on the black window
areas where you don’t want it? Get a finer brush and put the
color what was there on top of the silver. I purposely
“overpaint” the metal frames on cockpits (and other areas) and
then “backfill” with a finer brush and the original color. This
makes sure I got all of the frame.
Let me say here that my words in this book can’t tell you how to
paint. A YouTube Video Channel like this one has a good shot,
however your best teachers are time and effort, trial and error.
As a last step for this stage, I paint the base edges black and if
you have more than one of that miniature I paint a number on
the back face so I can tell them apart on the battlefield. Some
painters paint yellow “safety stripes” on the front hex facing, so
there is no mistake with which side is the front.
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You know you like that Bushwacker butt action.
You can also paint the front and/or back with a different color to
tell them apart, whatever makes sense to you.
Batch Processing
You now have your “Proof of Concept” miniature fully painted.
That must mean the other 39 miniatures in this batch are getting
real excited because it’s their turn, right?
The most efficient way I found to process a large number of
miniatures most efficiently is to pick a color, pick up the first
miniature and paint all areas where that color is used on that
miniature. Then set it aside, pick up the second miniature and
wash, rinse, repeat for however many colors and miniatures you
have in the batch. Doing it this way means the paint from the
first color is dry by the time you get back around to that
miniature to apply the second color.
A bit of variance is okay. If your color plan calls for every right
hand (or the muzzle of every right arm weapon if there is no
hand) to be gold, don’t get too worked up if 2-3 don’t have a
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gold right hand. You can go back and fix it, even after you’ve
sealed all of the miniatures. If you don’t, that’s fine also and you
can explain it however you want. Maybe the guys without the
gold hand are probationary, they haven’t killed a certain number
of enemy ‘Mechs, whatever you can dream up.

Skinny Dipping
Now that you have a detail painted miniature, the next step is to
dip it. Army Painter Quickshade is a thick turpentine-type goop
that when brushed/dipped onto the miniature, will settle into the
various details of a miniature, making the details “pop out.”
The directions for the dip are to completely submerge the
miniature in the Army Painter Quickshade, then “flick” the
excess Quickshade off. However, my experience and preference
is to brush it on with an acid brush.
Up until now, I have repeatedly said, “take your time.” Once
you start with this step, you will be on a tight clock. Manage
your time wisely.
You will have about 3-5 minutes once you apply the Quickshade
before it loses its liquid properties. After dipping/painting the
Quickshade to the miniature, let it sit and give the Quickshade
time to settle into the details. At about the 3-minute point, take a
cotton swab and wick off the Quickshade from where it has
made large pools. An example is below.
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Too much Quickshade on the inside of the right knee.
If you are going to do a batch of miniatures, this is what you
want to do. “Apply” means to dip or brush the Quickshade onto
the miniature. “Wick” means to remove excess pooling.
Apply 1, apply 2, apply 3, apply 4, wick 1, apply 5, wick 2,
apply 6, wick 3…. I’m sure you see the pattern from that.
Once you have dipped all of the miniatures in this batch, let
them dry. Set them outside in direct sunlight if possible. If you
got enough on them the first time, no repeat of this step is
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necessary. The result you should have is a bunch of very shiny
miniatures.
A miniature dipped is an unnatural-looking thing. What we need
to do is get the shine off it. The best way is the use of the third
item of the Army Painter system, their Matte Varnish. The notes
for this are:
 Don’t spray in high-humidity conditions. If you do, the
varnish will “mist” and give a cloudy haze on the
miniature. The cure for this is to reapply the varnish under
the proper conditions. If you can’t get the “right
conditions,” after spraying the miniature, let it bask in the
warmth of an incandescent (not CFL or LED) light, 60+
watts. You’re needing the warmth, not the light.
 You need to spray it like you did the base coat, lay it on its
back and spray, on its face and spray, upright and spray
from all four sides.
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After being dipped in
Quickshade

After being sealed
with matte varnish

This last step is the miniature equivalent of an Iron Chef adding
a garnish to a meal to put the visual appeal over the top.
This final step is to put a drop of white glue in 2-3 spots then
sprinkle the static grass on the glue and let dry. Or, you can add
tufts. A note here is use a contrasting color of tuft/grass on your
base. In this example I used green grass on a brown base. If you
have a green base, I suggest a brown or gray grass, because
you’re not going to see green on green.

That’s it! You’re done! With this miniature, anyway.
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
-If you are short of everything but the enemy, you are in the
combat zone.
-Mines are equal opportunity weapons.
-When in doubt, empty your magazine.
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Chapter 14
How to Get Better Every Day
Consider this chapter the “self-help” chapter of the book. If you
read about these tips and techniques from here and elsewhere,
but don’t put in the brush time, you’re not going to get better. If
you don’t keep up with a regular amount of brush time, you’ll
forget and have to start over again.
“In theory, theory and practice are congruent.
In practice, they’re not.”
Make this your ‘Painting Mantra’:

The only painter I should strive to be better than
is the painter I was yesterday.
I know people who can paint miniatures to the level of you think
they’re going to walk off their base and start fighting between
themselves. I will never be that good. But I am sure I am better
than who I was a year ago.
Now for the bad news. Your first painted miniature, if you have
never done this before, is going to suck, horribly. I mean,
Tammy Fay Baker horrible. I’m not going to show a picture of
her because I don’t want to traumatize you.
The good news is, if you work on your miniatures on a
consistent schedule while continuing your education, your tenth
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miniature will be fantastically better than your first and your
100th miniature will be stellar compared to your first miniature.

Found on Reactor.cc, posted by Вахаёб любитель
I’ll bet this wasn’t this painters’ first model.
Improving your painting skills follows the same road to
performing at Carnegie Hall, “PRACTICE, PRACTICE,
PRACTICE!!!”
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If you really want to get better at painting, carve out a dedicated
and regular chunk of time in your schedule, an hour every day, 4
hours on a weekend, whatever works for you. Treat it as any
other “be there on time” appointment you have in your calendar.
Let your family know this is a “do not disturb me unless there’s
blood or fire involved” block of time. Bonus points if your
children and/or SO are painting miniatures with you.
Take care of your family before you spend time on your
miniatures. I will come to your house and personally give you a
Nuclear Wedgie if you use this book to justify scheduling
painting time before time with your Significant Other or
children.
Once you have committed to that regular and dedicated time
slot, pick an interval of BIHPOM (pronounced “bish-pom.” I
invented the acronym, I can decide how it’s pronounced), or
Brush In Hand, Paint On Model. The exact interval is up to you,
but make it a significant span of time like 50-100 hours. This
will give you the time to get noticeably better.
When I say BIHPOM, that’s what I mean. If you have scheduled
two hours as your painting time but it takes 30 minutes set up
and another 30 to tear down your painting equipment (because
you’re painting in an area where you can’t leave it out), then you
only count one hour of BIHPOM time, minus what you spent on
Social Media.
Now that you have made the commitment to BIHPOM time and
set measureable intervals, to show your progress get 6 identical
miniatures. I don’t care what they are except they are the same
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miniature in the same pose. I suggest you use a single piece
miniature so there’s no assembly time. Give them all a base coat
and put them where you can see them while you paint.
Now paint a single miniature to the best of your ability. Ignore
the other five. At the end of every BIHPOM interval, give
another miniature the same paint job, again painted to the best of
your ability.
Why should you do this? A well-known person who has a radio
show that discusses financial advice (whose name is probably
trademarked and I don’t want to pay for the privilege of using it)
explains the logic of his madness method on paying off your
debts smallest-to-largest thusly (paraphrased):
“Every time you pay off a debt, you get a sense of
accomplishment, a rush of exhilaration, and a needed
motivational and emotional boost of “I can do this.” To
pay off the smallest ones first gives you several boosts
close together at the beginning of the process, when you
need that motivation the most so you can keep going
until you reach your goal.”
By having six identical miniatures (in the proper order, of
course), each of them painted to the best of your ability after a
given interval of BIHPOM time will provide a distinct gradient
of your skills as time progresses. I can think of no better way for
a person to visually incentivize themselves than by this method.
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[This page is left intentionally blank]
“Aw, crap! Not again?!?!”
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
-The side with the simplest uniforms wins.
-Never stand when you can sit, never sit when you can lie
down, never stay awake when you can sleep.
-If the Platoon Sergeant can see you, so can the enemy.
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Chapter 15
Your Next Steps.
Now we get to talk about some of the intermediate things you
can do to add that je ne sais quoi to your miniatures.
Antennas
How many of you have added antennas to your units, only to
have them get bent from handling and eventually break off? Or,
how about you go to pick a miniature up when you’re not paying
attention and you impale your hand on said antenna?
Here’s a simple solution, so easy I can describe it in two words
and no pictures: toothbrush bristle. Drill a hole where and at the
desired angle, pluck a bristle, a drop of glue on the end to be
inserted and there you go!
If you need a bigger bristle, you can use a kitchen brush,
hairbrush or even a broom bristle would work if you need
something 4-6” long. Be sure to use a plastic bristle and not a
natural fiber one. Use your own judgement for length, diameter
and stiffness.
Clear bases
Thanks to my friend Chuck for this. He had an issue with having
to constantly pick up his ‘Mechs to see what kind of terrain they
were in. So he came up with the bright idea of mounting them
on clear acrylic bases. Chuck glued the miniature to the base by
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using very small amounts of Gorilla Glue, so it didn’t get out
from under the feet. The sticking point came when he had
miniatures that had that “bridge” between the feet. Thus ensued
a couple hours with a Dremel to cut and grind the base between
(and under) the feet. I think he did very well. It was the
background in this picture that led to Chapter 15 being written.
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Digital Camo
This was literally the last
thing I did for this book (3rd
Edition). I did it quickly so
it’s a little rough. Get over it.
Get some pluck foam
somewhere in your gaming
area. Find it and get a strip,
lightly dip the foam into the
paint (think drybrushing. Just
a tiny, tiny bit) and dab it on the miniature.
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Flight Bases
Magnetizing your flight bases is a fantastic
idea. This significantly cuts down on storage
space and chance for damage.
If you’re like me and have a dozen or so flight
stands hanging around, here’s what I did to
make sure they were “standardized” so any
aircraft can go on any flight stand.
Step 1 Get your rods: I used 1/16” steel rods,
I think the standard rods are too flimsy. Cut
them to whatever length you desire, then grind
the ends flat. I used a nibbler and a bench vise
to cut them and I was left with a distinct bevel. Make them flat,
the Dremel is best for that. You also need to “rough up” the top
¼” of the rod and both sides of the magnet because the epoxy
needs something to grab on to.
Step 2 Drill your bases: The rod I used was way bigger than
the hole in the base, so I had to drill it out. Use your Dremel to
get rid of any flashing underneath.
Step 3 Rod, meet Base: Insert the rod and push it so there’s
about an inch below the base. You’ll understand in the next step.
Step 4 Glue and set: Dip the end of the rod under the base into
your adhesive of choice (epoxy is the best choice here, you can
use cyanoacrylate) and then pull the rod up through the base
until the bottom of the rod is not making the base sit at an angle.
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This keeps all the glue in and under the base and out of sight.
Remove any excess adhesive before it dries.
Step 5 Magnet on top: Read the section below about
magnetizing. If you haven’t done so
already, drop some paint on one end of
the magnet stack. Now, apply some
cyanoacrylate to the tip of the rod and
stick the entire magnet stack on it, but
only the bottom magnet is actually glued
to the rod. This makes sure you have the
proper N/S polarity on all of your flight bases. Remove the
unglued stack after the glue sets.
Step 6: Check the polarity: Get the
painted end of the magnet stack near
each base. If it leans away like this,
you’ve done it right.
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Step 7 Drill the aircraft: Now, using the
drill bit that came with the magnets (see
below again), drill the hole into whatever
is meant to be on the base.
Step 8 Stick it in: Drop a magnet on top
of the magnet you just glued to the rod.
Once they are stuck together, put a drop of
cyanoacrylate into the hole in the aircraft,
then insert the base/magnets into the hole
so the top magnet is flush, then slide them
apart and let dry.
If a magnet comes off a flight base (and they eventually will), do
Step 8 backwards. Get the old glue off the rod, “re-rough” the
rod and rough a new magnet (they’re cheap). Apply glue to the
tip of the rod, stick a magnet to the bottom of an aircraft, stick
the aircraft/magnets onto the glue and slide the aircraft off of the
magnet and flight stand.
Jeweling
Jeweling is the fine art of making it look like a reflection is
coming off the cockpit of a ‘Mech. I am still trying to master
this skill, my batting average however would get me laughed out
of a Tee-Ball game.
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First, you want to figure out where you where you want the light
to come from. Next, the base color of the jeweling is
recommended to be complimentary (page 143) to the base color
of the miniature. You pick what looks good to you.

The steps as published by William Teter
Here is an example from
CamoSpecs.com.
Artist: Jalphoenix
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Here is a good CamoSpecs article, the bad news is the example
links are broken. Here is a CamoSpecs YouTube video on how
to do this as well.
This is my personal best:

Pinning
Some joints are weaker than others, due to a variety of factors.
To make these weak joints more durable, ‘pinning’ the joint is
indicated. The pin provides more area for your glue to hold on to
the parts and provides physical support, making the joint several
times stronger than with just glue alone.
To pin a joint means you insert a short length of a sturdy wire,
generally a standard paperclip (1 5/16’s” or 33mm) into holes
that you have drilled. You need bare paperclips, as those coated
with plastic to colorize them will not fit until you remove said
coating. Like I said in Tools and Implements, don’t try cutting
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paperclips with your precision cutters, unless you want to buy
new precision cutters.

You want Mr. Clean (top), not Mr. Green or Mr. Big.
Larger paperclips (1 15/16” or 50mm) use a larger gauge wire
and will not work with the holes.
I assembled and basecoated this Mad Cat III, then his arms fell
off because the joint area between the arm and body is very
small.
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The first thing I did was to cut off and file down the nub on the
arm where it went into the torso so I had a flat surface to drill.

Nubbed and nubless.
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The tape is on the drill bit to tell
you when to stop drilling.
The next step is to drill into the torso, which was easy because
the holes for the nubs were already there. I drilled about ¼” deep
on both sides. Then taking a ½” long piece of wire and holding
it in my forceps, I dabbed a bit of cyanoacrylate glue on it and
inserted them into each hole. The wire is intentionally long
because I can easily cut them down to the necessary size, which
is a lot easier than not having them long enough and having to
start all over again.
I then trimmed the wires to the whole
width of the arm, just to double-check
how much the final cut needs to be to
make the arm flush with the torso.
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At this point you coat the wires with cyanoacrylate, apply the
parts and support the arms while you let it dry.

No, he’s not playing keyboards for a rock band.
If your joint is not obvious on where to drill, this trick should
work:
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Found on the Internet. Unknown author.
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Magnetizing
Magnetizing is a subset of
pinning a joint and is a bit more
difficult. You basically do the
same thing as pinning, however
instead of a paper clip, you
implant a magnet in each piece.
Rare Earth magnets are very
powerful
for
their
size.
Depending on the material your
miniature is made of will
determine if an outstretched
weapon arm will stay as you set
or eventually start pointing
downwards. I recommend you
get a magnet set like this, as it
comes with its’ own drill bit. If you’re like me, I can spend an
hour searching for my drill bit index. With this, it’s in the
package.
Magnetizing miniatures doesn’t happen very often in BattleTech
because weapon swapping is not necessary. If it’s done, it’s to
accommodate the storage conditions. Magnetizing is much more
common in 40k because WYSISYG and you need to have some
loadout choices. It’s cheaper to magnetize your Space Marine
Sergeant than it is to buy multiple squads just to build the Sarge
two or three different ways. Or, it’s not practical or safe to store
and transport vehicles without them breaking.
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I tried this when I was in 40k and it never worked for me. I sold
my 40k armies years ago, so no pictures. Have no fear, here is a
wonderful All Things 40K article on magnetizing, and a
YouTube video showing how to do it.
Tiger Stripes
There are times when you can’t get those “random” tiger stripes
just right. What Eric did to solve this problem was to use Silly
Putty. You first spray paint the miniature in the color you want
the stripes to be. Take the Silly Putty and roll it into thin
“snakes” and lay them across the miniatures where you want the
stripes to be. Once you’ve done that, spray the base color. Then
after the second coat is dried, pull off the putty and you’re good
to go! Play-Doh doesn’t work as well because it’s thicker and
less pliable than Silly Putty. You’ll get “cracks” in the PlayDoh, especially if it’s starting to dry out. If it’s dry/cracking
you’ll get “leakage,” meaning your lines won’t be as smooth.

Erik Socwell’s units, after his Silly Putty tiger stripes.
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
-The worse the weather, the more you are required to be out in
it.
-The complexity of a weapon is inversely proportional to the
IQ of the weapon’s operator.
-Fortify your front; you’ll get your rear shot up.
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Chapter 16
DIY Projects
If you’re good with power tools, this is your chapter. Here are a
couple projects that will boost your operations and play
experience.
Beauty Panels: Because of where I put my workbench for the
printer, it can occasionally be exposed to almost direct sunlight.

To prevent “unauthorized curing,” (also because I don’t drain
my vat except for maintenance, extended non-use or to change
resin colors) I decided to cover the “beauty holes” in the printer
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cover. I took some cardboard and cut out three 9.5” x 7” (24 x
18 cm) and one 4.5” x 4.5” (12 x 12 cm) pieces. I applied ½”
Magnetic Tape along the inside perimeter, then made sure it
stayed in place by stapling it to the cardboard. NOTE: make sure
the sharp staple tips goes to the outside, so the printer isn’t
scratched. Take the cardboard outside or to your paint booth and
paint the cardboard to match your printer.

The ugly side of the beauty panels.
Cure Box
The last thing you need is a UV
cure setup for your resin 3D
printer spraying UV light all over
the place. This is the wavelength
of light that burns people’s skin
(and eyes). Let’s make sure as
little of this light as possible gets
out. I bought a $10 crate from
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Michael’s, cut a piece of ¼” plywood I had lying around to size
for the door, used a pair of light hinges I already had, then
squirted Gorilla Glue on the inside and applied aluminum foil. I
took the cure station from Chapter 9 and mounted it to a side
(now the top) and used that handle hole to thread the power cord
through it.
Hex Wafers
A quick 3D
printing thing of
mine, I made
some wafer-thin
(and non-edible)
hexes that you
can drop into
your foam hex
trays. These are sized for Battlefoam’s trays, but some quick
work with a TSSS app you can make these to fit. You can either
print them in white, or spray paint them after curing. Then you
write on it (fine-tipped Sharpie) what goes there and drop them
into the holes so you can quickly see not only what unit goes
where, but if any are missing. I have left a couple of my original
(from the 80’s) ‘Mechs on the table because I missed them. This
will make a great signal that something is missing. The small
one has a "K" to indicate the unit (Kirstin's Krushers) and the
model name.
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Painting Tray
Spray painting a lot
of miniatures in a
batch is made a lot
easier
with
this
simple DIY tool.
You can put several
miniatures on a tray,
take it (and the
miniatures) to the
painting
station,
something like a
table outside or a
painting booth.
A pair of 3-sheet trays, only minus 1”
Once that batch of miniatures have received their “treatment,”
you can pick the tray up and move it to a safe place. This allows
you to continue painting with a 2nd (or 3rd, or 4th…) tray loaded
with miniatures for their “treatment.” This system allows you to
paint more miniatures while the already painted miniatures get
to sit in an area, safe from overspray, bumped tables or thieving
chipmunks.
This tool is just a simple ¼” plywood plank cut to a particular
size and a couple of large binder clips. The good news it’s
scalable and reusable. It’s reusable because you clip a paper
towel to the top of the tray before adding the miniatures. A pair
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of large binder clips from the office supply closet will easily
hold the paper towels to the tray.
When you scale it, do it by the dimensions of a paper towel,
which is 11” x 7”. You can make this tray as large (or small) as
your painting area. If you have a small painting booth, a 1- or 2sheet tray would work. If you’re doing it outside, it can be a 3-,
4- sheet or even larger tray.
A “1-sheet” tray would be 9” x 7”, allowing some curling under
the tray and more area for the clip to hold onto. A “2-sheet” tray
would be 11” x 12”. A “3-sheet” tray would be 11” x 19”.
Basically, the width of the number of sheets (7” each) minus 2”.
Printing Bench
I made this in a weekend
with some 2” x 4” boards,
two 2’ x 4’ tabletops, a
pegboard the same size,
and these brackets. The
nice thing about DIY
benches like this is you can
change dimensions quite
easily. I made this a
standing bench, so I added
several inches to the leg
pieces. Nail the brackets in
the appropriate places,
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made sure everything was square and level, and then applied
urethane to the bench and shelf top to seal the wood against
spills.
I also added a junction box that has a
plug for the printer and an outgoing
cord controlled by a switch that
powers the cure box.

Stackpoles
Michael J. Stackpole is the Michael Bay
of Battletech novels. His signature thing
is to make ‘Mechs go B-O-O-M in really
big ways. These can also represent forest
fires, ordinance drops from aircraft,
whatever you want.
So here’s what you get, all from your
local craft store:
 Tea Lights
 A pillow (or a bag of Poly-Fill, whichever is cheaper)
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 A hot glue gun and associated glue sticks
 Scissors, black spray paint, clear lacquer spray or your
matte sealer.
Step 1 Grab your fill: Open the pillow/bag and get a palmsized clump of poly-fill.
Step 2 Draw a bead with the gun: Using the glue gun, draw a
bead around the base of the tea light.
Step 3 Apply: Apply the poly-fill to the
bead of hot glue and hold it until
everything is attached to each other. Don’t
impale your hand on the light.
Step 4 Trim and paint: Using a pair of scissors, trim the fill to
the desired size. Then lightly spray black spray paint over it
(you’re looking for a dusting, not painted). Once that is dry, a
gentle coat (same way you applied the black paint) of lacquer to
seal it and you’re done!
Store these in a tackle box and make sure they’re off when
they’re in storage.
Paint booth
Here’s a video and the plans on how to make a collapsible paint
booth. This is on my to-do list. A 1- or 2-sheet painting tray
would fit in this.
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Light halo
I saved the biggest for last.
This project requires mad handyman skills. You’re going to be
cutting and bending metal and drilling holes. Use your common
sense, protective equipment and be like a carpenter, measure
twice, cut once.
You’re also going to need some math skills to get it right. I will
make the math as easy as possible.
If you’re handy, the picture alone should get it done, but I’m
going to ass-u-me you’re not and spell it all out as simply as I
can.

Let me describe this: This is two parabolas that cross at the
apex. You can’t do a regular semi-circle, as the height of a semicircle may not be high enough.
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You’re going to need:
 (2) 8’ x 1” Aluminum flat stock
 (8) Screws, depending on the table they will be wood,
machine or self-tapping machine screws.
 20-25 feet of LED strip lights (5,000K and the more
lumens, the better). This one has enough you can get one
for your buddy to help him set up his as well.
 Power brick, adapters and wire to deliver power to the LED
strips.
 (2) Syringes of 5-minute epoxy or a whole bunch of cable
ties.
NUMBERS CAN BE APPROXIMATE. THIS IS A “BY
THE EYE NON-PRECISION” PROJECT. ROUND
NUMBERS UP TO THE NEAREST INCH TO KEEP IT
SIMPLE.
Step 1 Get your table measurements: Referencing the image,
you’ll want to measure the diagonal of the table to which this
will be mounted. One diagonal is okay, as this will most likely
be square, and the 2nd parabola will be a little different anyway.
Measure the corner-to-corner distance of the table.
IF YOU CAN’T GET THE DIAGONAL, (because you have
something on the table) measure the front and side of the table,
then apply the Pythagorean Theorem, a2 + b2 = c2.
Example: My table is 42” left-to-right and 32” front-to-back.
(42 * 42) + (32 * 32) = 1,764 + 1,024 = 2,788
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Now take the square root (“√” on your calculator) of 2,788.
2,788 = 52.8 or 52”
The example distance
here (to help you
practice the math) is
52”. The next step is to
deduct 8” because you
will want to put the feet
of the legs 4” in from
the corner so you have
some room to mount the
legs of the parabolas.
I did 3” It should have been 4”
Now we’re down to 44”. The last step is to cut that number in
half to 22” so it can fit into the formula.
Step 2 Get the height measurement: This is best done with the
help of another person. Sit at the table in question, and get into
the position where you’re sitting upright, leaning in slightly and
resting on your elbows, your relaxed painting position (see
below). Now have your partner/assistant measure the height
from the table to the top of your head, then add 4”. For this
example we’ll use a 30” height. 30” + 4 = 34”
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Notice how the apex is just barely over my head. It should
be a little higher, but I’m not redoing this project.
Step 3 Do the Math: Get your calculator (or pen-and-paper)
and start figuring numbers. Practice with these numbers to make
sure you’re doing it right. If your answer agrees with mine,
you’re golden.
Our starting numbers are: 34” and 22” (52” – 8, divided by 2)
Step a, square both numbers and add them together.
(34 * 34) + (22 * 22) = 1,156 + 484 = 1,640
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Step b, double step a’s result and take the square root (“√”
on your calculator)
2 * 1,640 = 3,280. Square root = 57 (57.2713…)
Step c, multiply by Pi, divide that by 2
(57 * 3.1416)/2 = 179 (179.0712)/2 = 89 (89.5)
This formula gives the whole circumference (179”),
but we only need half, so 89” it is.
Step d, include the feet
89 + 6 = 95” bar length. You know what, make the
feet 3.5” so you don’t have to cut the bar. That saves
time and effort.
The second arch has to pass over the first, because it can’t pass
through it. The best way is to use the same bar length (96”) and
shorten the table distance by 2” (20”). Bring the back leg in 2”
so it’s 6” (not 4”) from the corner. You can bring in each end 1”,
but the front of the table will seem “off.” Shortening that
distance will make sure the second arch passes over the first
with enough clearance so you can get the LED’s through that
gap.
Step 4 Cut and bend: Using the power tool of your choice, cut
both flat stocks to their proper length. Then you’re going to bend
each end to make feet, which will be how the arches will be held
to the table. The result of this step is to have a very wide and
shallow “U”, so pay attention to the direction you’re bending.
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Measure 3.5” from each end and make a bend of 90 degrees.
BOTH FEET MUST POINT IN THE SAME DIRECTION.
Step 5 Mount the first arch: CAREFUL HERE! An assistant is
highly recommended. Look carefully at the picture above, the
feet point OUT. You can’t mount this if they point in.
With your assistant holding the flat stock, you need to drill two
holes in each foot, based on the screws you’re using. I suggest
you do this before trying to fit it to the table. On your table,
measure 4” in from a back corner on the diagonal (or wherever
you wanted to mount the feet). That’s where you’ll place the
bend. Mark and drill your holes, then secure the flat stock to the
table.
WARNING: There will be great tension on the flat stock in the
next step. If someone lets go at the wrong time, I promise
explaining to the ER doctor how you got this impaled into your
face will be embarrassing and expensive, not including the pain
for getting your head impaled by a spring-loaded flat stock.
You and your assistant will now pull the other end of the flat
stock down and get it to where you want it mounted. While the
assistant holds it in place, you drill the holes and screw it down
and secure.
Step 6 Repeat for second arch: Do the exact same work in step
5 for the second arch. You need to have about an inch of
clearance over the first arch.
Congratulations! You have physically installed your halo. Let’s
get onto the electrical part.
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For this part, you’re going to need:









AWG 24/2 wire (Length is discussed later)
The LED rope
Soldering iron and solder
12 volt power brick (or whatever voltage your LEDs need)
Adapter for wires to brick
On-Off switch (optional)
Epoxy
Painters Blue tape (I suggested you get this in Chapter 2)

When you bought the strip, one end should already have a
connector attached to it. Plug it into your power and make sure
that the entire strip works.
If you look at your LED strip, you’ll see it’s actually a repeating
pattern, 4-6” to facilitate cutting to whatever needed length. To
section this strip, cut on the line in the circle between the four
dots.
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There are two ways to do this.
First, you do one long strip. You start at a front corner (nearest
you) and run the LED strip across an arch until it reaches the
bottom of the other end of the arch. You continue to run the
LED strip across the back of your area to the other arch, then run
it under the second arch until you reach the other front corner.
The down side is you have a strip of LEDs in your eyes unless
you cover them. The good news you don’t need the wire because
it’s all one circuit.

Probably my worst soldering job.
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Second, you cut the strip into two sections, one for each arch.
You determine the length by running it along the top of each
arch, you’re not up for the epoxy yet. Make each strip long
enough to be as close to the arch feet as possible, but it doesn’t
have to be exact. If you cut in the middle of one of those
sections, you’ll likely make the whole strip not work until you
trim it to a line like circled above.
Then use a knife to trim down the plastic over the contacts at the
end of the strip. Now heat up your soldering iron and solder
wires to the strip to power it. Pay attention to the polarity, as this
is DC.
Wire both strips and power them up as a final test to make sure.
Make the wires long enough to get to the first end.

Both ends into the adapter (green), then the switch,
then wrapped around the arch for stress relief.
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Now that the physical and electrical components are ready, let’s
put them together.
Before I get into the parts, remember that you’ll be using epoxy,
likely the 5 minute stuff. Have everything laid out and ready to
go, you will be “on the clock.” Be prepared to do each arch in
two sections, 5 minutes isn’t a lot of time when doing this.
Your tools for this part:






Put your PPE gloves on
Several untrimmed paper cups
A syringe of epoxy
Several of craft sticks
Your blue tape pre-sectioned into 4-6” sections (8-10).

Lay out the LED strip to be glued in the way that all you have to
do is press it to the arch (face down). Your blue tape strips
should be right at hand as well.
READ ALL OF THESE STEPS FIRST
BEFORE YOU DO ANY OF THEM.
Step 1 Mix the epoxy: Break the tip off the epoxy syringe and
squeeze half of the syringe contents (half of each side, not all of
one) into a paper cup. It’s better to mix too much than not
enough when you’re on a very short clock. Stir it with a craft
stick for 10-20 seconds until it’s mixed together well.
Step 2 Apply glue: Grab a second craft stick (the first one has
way too much epoxy on it) and apply a thin layer to about 6-12”
of the underside of the arch you’re working on.
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Step 3 Apply LED and tape: Stick the LED strip to the glued
arch section, using the tape to hold it in place.
Step 4 Rinse, wash, and repeat: Once the first section is glued
in place, apply another strip of epoxy, cover it with the LED
strip and tape as necessary. Continue until you get to either the
end of the arch, or you get close to the end of the epoxy’s life
(like 4 minutes after you started mixing).
Repeat for the second arch, practicing for that tight spot over the
first arch.
Leave the tape on for a couple hours to make sure everything
has set properly. Remove tape, apply power and enjoy!
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“I have got to stop leaving pages blank this!”
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
-If you can’t remember, the Claymore is pointed towards you.
-Anything you do can get you killed, including nothing.
-Sniper: Never mess with someone who can end you from
another time zone.
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Chapter 17
Exposing your Mini
Now that you’ve put in all of this time into painting your
miniatures, you want to impress not only the people you play
with, you want to share your work with everybody. So, Social
Media, here come the pictures!
Before you start snapping away with your fixed-focus 110
camera and sending the film off to the local photo-mart (yes, I
am that old), let’s make sure we take those pictures properly. As
I said in Chapter 9, “a fantastic paint job cannot make up for a
badly assembled miniature.” Well, here’s the message for this
chapter: “A badly photographed miniature cannot properly
reveal how good the miniature is.”
I will be talking about two general types of picture-taking,
“Casual” for just a quick post and “Showcase” for the
“miniature boudoir” amateur-to-professional level of
photography.
I have seen lots of pictures taken of images that while the
miniature looks great, but the… background might be
embarrassing. Don’t worry, the picture on the next page was
rendered G-rated, but is still slightly scary.
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From eBay. Must have been “No Clothes Day” at his house...
So there are five elements to taking a good photo. Lighting,
composition, lighting, background and lighting. Did I mention
lighting?
Like with a good base, you’ll use those elements to sell the
concept of realism of your miniature with your photograph.
Let’s talk about equipment.

Camera
TL;DR, if you’re taking casual pictures, your smartphone/tablet
camera is fine. If you’re taking high-end pictures, get a
dedicated camera that has manual settings.
The instrument you use to take pictures is critical. If I’m just
showing a casual “work in progress” photo, my smartphone is
fine. When I’m taking showcase photos, I generally use my old
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Nikon D50 DSLR. My iPhone X has more megapixels in the
CCD (Charge Coupled Device, the chip that actually takes the
picture), but I have more control over things with my D50 than I
do with the iPhone.
While the transition from film to digital has invalidated some
aspects of the camera (film ISO, shutter speed, etc.), there are
some things dedicated cameras can do that smartphone/tablet
cameras can’t.
The most important camera function I want to cover is your Fstop. The F-stop is a measurement of the camera lens’ aperture,
like the iris of your eye, you can adjust how much light gets
through to the CCD by adjusting it to be wide or narrow.
The major byproduct (that we are concerned about) of manually
setting your F-stop is your depth of field (DOF). When you
focus your camera on your subject, the DOF is a “margin of
error” for the focused area. If I have my F-Stop set really low
(F/5 or less), I can focus on the face of my miniature, but the
outstretched weapon that’s closer to the camera will be out of
focus because it’s outside of the “DOF.” This would be the
desired setting if you want the subject of the picture to be of the
miniature’s face and not the entire miniature.
Shutter speed (how long the CCD actually “looks” at the
subject) has to go down (faster) the lower your F-stop because
you’re getting more light in. The amount of light needed to take
the picture is depended on the ISO setting you use. You set the
ISO (400 or less for what we’ll be doing) and the F-stop as
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appropriate. The camera will adjust the shutter speed
automatically from those settings.

The rock cliff in the background on the right is out
of focus because it’s outside of the depth of field.
Quick recap:
Aperture: The size of the iris in the lens, related by the F-stop
number. The lower the number, the wider it’s open, the smaller
the DOF.
Depth of Field: when you focus on a certain thing in frame, a
narrow DOF will mean anything outside of the DOF (closer or
farther) will be out of focus.
ISO: “Film sensitivity,” even though there is no film. The lower
the number, the more light needed to reach the film/CCD to
achieve the needed exposure. In the old film days, 100 was
generally studio conditions (very bright; lots of spotlights and
flash units), 400 general purpose outdoors, 1,000 was used for
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low light conditions (long exposure outdoors/ candlelight-level
brightness). The grains of the crystals were also finer in the
lower numbered films, so a 1000 ISO film would have a granny
aspect to it when you enlarged it.
Shutter speed: How long the shutter lets light onto the CCD.
These all play off each other like air pressure, paint consistency
and trigger position on an airbrush.
Tripod
No matter what you’re using to take the picture, any shaking by
you can ruin the pictures, even if it’s just your heart beating. Get
a tripod. Once it’s on the tripod, use your timer function to take
the picture. When doing macro shots, just pressing the button
can shake the camera enough to ruin the shot.
Lighting
Exactly what you use for lighting depends on your budget and
setup. Your objective is to eliminate shadows and provide the
whitest light possible. So, like in Chapter 6, aim for 5,000K on
your color and at least 800 lumens on the brightness of the light.
Your physical setup should be either (or both) an overhead light
ring or 2-4 light sources to “surround” the subject to wash out all
of the shadows. A stable placement of the lights is important as
well, so some kind of adjustable mount or an 8+ year-old child
is needed to hold the light where it needs to be.
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A camera flash should not be used, as you’ve already lit the
miniature (hopefully) well enough.
Location, location, location
Where you shoot your miniature is dependent on your desired
composition and if you’re taking a “casual/showcase” photo. If
you have a table with terrain, I consider that the best place
possible. Second would be using some kind of hexboard as your
terrain and backdrop, Showcase photos can also use a dedicated
lightbox. Proper use of terrain in your background can sell the
believability of your miniature. A lack of terrain (uni-color
background in a lightbox) can focus all of the attention onto the
miniature.
Post-Shoot processing
You will need some kind of image manipulation application to
finalize your work. I use plain old Paint (GiMP is too complex
for me) because in all reality, all you’re going to do is crop and
resize the image. If you’re doing stuff in Photoshop to your
picture because that’s the only application that has the tools you
need, I can say, “That’s overkill.” A good Photoshop artist can
turn a picture of Margaret Cho into Liu Wen. Or vice versa. Do
you really need to be doing that for a miniature?
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Use of 3D terrain to sell the picture.
Background
Compare the picture above with the one below. Which one is
more aesthetically pleasing?
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In the second picture, we’re seeing lots of shadows from a single
ambient light source and/or flash, and we’re also seeing the rest
of the tabletop and beyond. Notice in the top picture there’s no
shadows. I had a pair of clip lights set to eliminate them. In the
full picture, you would have seen the rest of the table and
garage.
Now I will admit, this picture was meant for my private viewing
and it was a quick shot to show me Chuck’s idea for clear hex
bases. This does not mean we should let ourselves get away with
the easy path.
Light box
I have a professional grade light box that’s about 10 years old. It
uses separate halogen lights that you put to each side to provide
the light dissipation. The old one is also meant for larger items,
so it’s a hassle for me to use.
I got this light box just for the book. It is 9” on a side, so it just
so happens folded BattleTech mapboards fit nicely inside. This
one is designed to be portable, so it sets up and folds back up
again quickly and easily.
The light box on its’ back, ring
light on and the backdrops
behind it.
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For comparison.
Taken with smartphone, with and without flash.
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My setup. Yes, my camera has to be 5 feet away to focus on it.

This was using just the ring light. Notice there’s no shadows, but
the darkness of the front is due to no lighting from that
direction. That’s bad.
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A typical raw output, uncropped.

Same picture, cropped and resized.
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An illustration of F-stop. F-stop was set to 4.6. The camera
focused on the back. The Banshee is in focus because that’s
within the DOF of the back. The Highlander at the front is out of
the DOF and thus out of focus.
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Highlander with green background.
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How the last shot looks “out of the box.”
Notice the curve of the backdrop, this is to prevent a line that
might distract from the model.
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[This page is left intentionally blank]
“Last one, I promise.”
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Sgt. Murphy’s advice:
- Everything always works in your HQ, everything always fails
in the colonel's HQ.
-One enemy soldier is never enough, but two is entirely too
many.
-If enough data is collected, a board of inquiry can prove
ANYTHING.
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Chapter 18
Fledgling, fly like an Unladen Swallow!
Congratulations, you have reached the end of this book!
I now charge you with the task to go forth, improve your
painting and modeling skills, then share what you know (and
this book) with others. Become a mentor, a teacher, a leader.
Grow your gaming community because if you don’t, it will
shrink and disappear.
Good luck, good hunting and good painting!
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NOTE: This list was started by my best friend Judi Northwood who died in 2009 at the age of
46 from a pulmonary embolism. I have continued and expanded on them in her honor.
The lists in this document are not complete. They include companies and products with
which I have had positive experiences. I check links periodically; however, I cannot
always guarantee their accuracy. If you’re curious about my experience with a company
not listed here, please feel free to ask. Items marked with ** are personal favorites – hjb
Paint & Brush Retailers
HOBBY
Fantization
http://www.fantization.com/
Miniature-Giant
http://www.miniature-giant.com
NOTE: Fantization and Miniature Giant also
carry miniatures.

ART
ASW Express
http://www.aswexpress.com
Vermont Art Supply
http://vermontartsupply.com/
Cheap Joe’s Art Stuff**
http://www.cheapjoes.com/
Dick Blick**
http://www.dickblick.com/
Jerry’s Artarama**
http://www.jerrysartarama.com/
Mister Art
http://www.misterart.com/
The Italian Art Store
http://www.italianartstore.com

Paint Manufacturers (that sell directly)
Reaper**
http://www.reapermini.com
Secret Weapon**
http://www.secretweaponminiatures.com/
Vallejo
https://acrylicosvallejo.com/en/
Tools
Abrasive Technology
http://www.abrasive-tech.com/
Micro-Mark
http://www.micromark.com/
My Tool Store
http://www.mytoolstore.com/dremel/drmindex.html
Widget Supply
https://www.widgetsupply.com/
DR Instruments (for dissection teasing needles, a great tool for opening clogged dropper bottles)
https://www.drinstruments.com/teasing-needles-wood-handle-12-pack.html
Porcelain Palettes
ASW Express
Dick Blick
Jerry’s Artarama

http://www.aswexpress.com
http://www.dickblick.com/
http://www.jerrysartarama.com/
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Cheap Joe’s Art Stuff (the 28-well palette is only available here)
http://www.cheapjoes.com/
http://www.cheapjoes.com/cheap-joe-s-rectangular-28-well-porcelain-palette.html **
http://www.cheapjoes.com/cheap-joe-s-small-7-well-porcelain-flower-palette-3-1-2diameter.html
Lighting
You can find Day Light bulbs that will fit into any light fixture. Make sure the light bulb is 5k or
5,000 Lumen and labeled “white” or Daylight. LED or CLF’s give off minimal heat. My favorite
place to purchase light bulbs is online at Bulborama.com. It can be difficult to find 5K lumen
bulbs in a brick and mortar store. Most bulbs labeled “Daylight” in a store are much less than
5,000 lumen.
LED Bulbs - http://www.bulborama.com/LED-A19-LIGHT-BULB-10-WATTS-60-WATT50K-DAYLIGHT-WHITE-SUPRA-LIFE-LED-BULB-p2666.html
Brush Cleaners
Mona Lisa Brush Shaper and Restorer (at Dick Blick)
This stuff is like hair conditioner for your brush. Great as alternate to using The Masters for
the final shaping and conditioning.
Pink Soap Artist Brush Cleaner (at Dick Blick)
Very gentle, not as conditioning and not quite as good at lifting paint out of ferrule as The
Masters, but it’s a liquid that doesn’t have to be worked into a lather like The Masters does.
Plaid Brush Plus (at most craft stores)
This green gel soap is almost as quick as Winsor & Newton Brush Cleaner, but it won’t
destroy brush handles. More harsh than the others, so be sure to finish with The Masters or
Mona Lisa Brush Shaper for conditioning.
The Masters Brush Cleaner & Preserver** (at Dick Blick, Jerry’s, ASW, Cheap Joe’s,
Michael’s, Joann Fabric, A.C Moore)
This is the one I demonstrate at events, the best all-around cleaner and conditioner I’ve
found.
Winsor & Newton Brush Cleaner & Restorer (at Dick Blick, Jerry’s, ASW, Cheap Joe’s)
This will clean the worst dried paint (and white glue!) from brushes but DO NOT allow it to
touch the handle, or it will destroy the lacquer and sometimes the wood of the brush handle
itself.
Primer
FolkArt Glass & Tile Medium 1:1 with Golden or Liquitex Acrylic Gesso**
Golden Gesso gives a bit better coverage than Liquitex, but both work well as primers.
Thin up to 1:1 of the blend to water, and ideally apply with a natural hair brush, but not a
high-end kolinsky sable. Use two coats, giving at least 5-10 minutes between coats for the
first one to dry enough that it won’t lift off. Any color of Gesso is fine, mix black and white
for your own preferred shade of gray, or add a drop or two of an acrylic ink if you want to
basecoat in color (save time with armies!).
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Varnish/Top Coat/Sealant (at most craft stores and online retailers)
Krylon UV-Resistant Clear (spray)
Good protection, not the sturdiest and not the most matte, but readily available
Golden Polymer Varnish with UVLS (brush)**
My personal favorite as it is very matte
GOLDEN Archival Varnish Mineral Spirit Acrylic Aerosol w/UVLS (spray)
Very matte, but nasty odor and not quite as sturdy as their brush-on or other products
listed.
Lascaux UV Protect (spray that can safely be overpainted)
A rarity in that it’s a true protectant varnish that will accept layers of paint ON TOP
without weakening paint adhesion, so superb for intermediate protectant coats, like before
adding freehand work.
Lascaux UV Varnish (brush)**
One of the strongest protectant coats available.
Jo Sonja's Water Based Polyurethane Varnish (brush)
Does not have UV protection, but claims it “provides a protective finishing coat of
exceptional toughness and flexibility” and “resists chemicals, heat, and abrasion.”
NOTE: If you opt for Jo Sonja’s, I would finish with one coat of any of the others that give UV
protection.
Paint & Brush Information
Acrylic Paint & Ink Brands
Hobby Brands
Citadel (don’t recommend since it was
reformulated)
Privateer P3
Reaper Master Series**
Reaper Master Series Bones** Scale75
Secret Weapon**
Vallejo Model Color
Vallejo Game Color
Wargames Foundry
Note: I do not particularly like the Vallejo
Game Color lines.

Art Brands
Chroma Absolute Matte
Chromacolour
Daler-Rowney Inks (FW & Pearlescent)
Derivan Fluid
Dr. Ph. Martin’s Liquid Acrylics
Golden Fluid & Airbrush lines**
Holbein Acryla Gouache
Jacquard Pearl-Ex and Lumiere
Jo Sonja Acrylic Gouache
Lefranc & Bourgeois Flashe Vinyl Paint
Liquitex Soft Body**
Maimeri Polycolor
Turner Acryl Gouache

Paint – Comments
Different people tend to prefer the working qualities of different paints. You should try at least
one of a vinyl-based paint (Vallejo Model Color, Chromacolour, Flashe Vinyl and Maimeri
Polycolor) and one of a semi-transparent paint (Reaper Master Series, Liquitex Soft Body, Jo
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Sonja Acrylic Gouache, Turner Acryl Gouache, Holbein Acryla Gouache). That’s the only way
to determine which suits your paint handling the best.
Add liquid matte medium or matting agent to reduce gloss in any product noted as ‘satin’ or
‘gloss’ below.
The most transparent paints:
Citidel Washes (matte)
Privateer P3 Inks (satin)
Reaper Master Series Inks/Liners (satin)
Vallejo Model Color trans/glazes (matte)
Vallejo Game Color Inks (satin)
FW Inks (high gloss)
Dr. PH. Martin’s Liquid Acrylics (gloss)
Golden Airbrush transparents (gloss)
These are all excellent for wash effects.
Semi-opaque paints:
Citadel Colour Paints (matte)
Derivan Fluid (satin)
Golden Fluid Acrylics (satin)
Holbein Acryla Gouache (matte)
Jo Sonja Acrylic Gouache (matte)
Liquitex Soft Body (satin)

Semi-opaque paints continued:
Reaper Master Series (matte if thinned)
Turner Acryl Gouache (matte)
Vallejo Game Color (matte)
Wargames Foundry (matte)
More opaque paints:
Citadel Foundation Paints (matte)
Privateer P3 (matte)
Reaper Master Series (matte)
Vallejo Model Color (matte)
Chroma Absolute Matte (matte)
Chromacolour (matte)
Flashe Vinyl Paint (matte)
Maimeri Polycolor (matte)
All of the opaque paints can be made
translucent by thinning; however, there is a
flatter effect with them than with the semiopaque paints, making the semi-opaque the
best for later layers
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Some Specific Notes about Paint Lines
Reaper Master Series
These are designed in color triads which can be game changer for those struggling with
color choice. Less need to mix, more color placement. The skin tones are especially great.
With the Dark Skin, Tanned Skin and Fair Skin triads you can paint almost a world of skin.
I also recommend the white triad Ghost White, Linen White and Leather White.
Secret Weapon
I have been falling in love with these, especially the Wheel colors – Tire Black, Rubber and
Rubber Highlight – great for painting black
Golden Airbrush line, especially the transparent colors
These dry slowly, which allows a wash to be lifted in areas after applying – very effective
over metal, but they are glossy, so a small amount of matte medium or matting agent helps.
Golden Fluid line
The ‘Fine’ metallics and interference colors have a particularly small grind, making them
excellent for minis.
Daler Rowney Pearlescent Liquid Acrylic Inks
These have a very fine grind, but are glossy and semi-transparent. Best over dark colors,
even more so than most special effects paints.
Liquitex Soft Body
Wide range of metallics and interference colors, but not quite as fine-ground as other brands
Jo Sonja Acrylic Gouache
Excellent working properties, very matte, one of the best cross-overs between fine art and
hobby brands straight out of the bottle
Turner Acryl Gouache
Outstanding metallics, including rich and unusual shades like Blue Bronze
Jacquard Pearl-Ex powders
A dry pigment that can be added to any paint for various reflective effects – the less opaque
the paint, the stronger the results from adding these pigments.
Jacquard Lumiere paints
Very fine ground metallics, gorgeous color range with many iridescent colors rather than just
metal colors.
Mediums
Most paint lines have a variety of mediums used to alter the finish or working properties of
paint. Following are the acrylic mediums I’ve found most useful through experimentation.
Many of the types of medium can be blended together for more specific techniques.
Liquitex
I’ve never heard of problems using Liquitex with other hobby paint lines.
Flow Aid** Reduces surface tension, allowing the pigment in a thin wash to disperse and dry more
evenly.
Slow-Dri Fluid Retarder**
Slows drying time, allowing much easier wet blending.
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Airbrush Medium –
Very fluid, closer to water in texture than most matte mediums, this will thin paint drastically
without reducing the proportion of binder so low that you lose paint film integrity. Slightly
glossy, so best to add a bit of matte medium or matting agent when used. Contains flow aid.
Matte Medium - Thicker than airbrush medium, but very matte. Adding matte medium will
enhance the matte finish of acrylic paint, increase translucency and make sure that extreme
dilutions for near-transparent layers won’t lose paint film integrity.
Slow-Dri Medium –
Slows drying time and also contains binder so that, when thinning paint extensively, you
won't lost paint adhesion anywhere near as easily.
Ultra Matte Medium –
Used to be Jarpaque. It makes semi-transparent paints very matte and more opaque. Make
sure you don't get Ultra Matte Gel. It is the Ultra Matte Medium that has a fluid consistency.
Palette Wetting Spray –
This product will slow drying of paint on the palette, and a small drop mixed with paint
improves blending and thins the paint to a very nice working consistency.
Matte Gel –
Works like Elmer's Glue, but won't yellow. Very effective in basing.
Gloss Gel and/or Gloss Heavy Gel –
Creates lovely water on bases. The heavy version is still clear, but retains brush marks, like if
you want to create waves or ripples on the surface. A thick layer will take a while to dry, but
creates some amazing effects. Can be mixed with paint.
Golden
I have heard reports of problems when mixing Golden additives to Reaper Master Series
paint.
Acrylic Flow Release:
Reduces surface tension, allowing the pigment in a thin wash to disperse and dry more
evenly.
Retarder:
Slows drying time, allowing much easier wet blending.
Fluid Matte Medium:
Thicker than airbrush medium, but with a matte finish. Adding matte medium will enhance
the matte finish of acrylic paint, increase translucency and make sure that extreme dilutions
for near-transparent layers won’t lose paint film integrity.
Super Loaded Matte Medium:
Very high level of matting agent, increasing opacity and reducing sheen drastically.
Airbrush Transparent Extender:
Increases transparency with highly fluid consistency, and retains enough binder to maintain
paint film strength. Contains flow aid
Airbrush Medium:
As fluid as the transparent version, but somewhat more matte and opaque. Contains flow aid.
Soft Gel (Matte):
What I use as glue for flock, static grass, sand and the like on bases.
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Heavy Gel, Extra Heavy Gel and High Solid Gel (Gloss):
Great for water effects. The High Solid Gel dries faster, so is most useful for thick layers.
Can be mixed with paint.
Reaper Master Series
Flow Improver:
Reduces surface tension, allowing the pigment in a thin wash to disperse and dry more
evenly.
Matte Additive:
Pure matting agent. This will make a paint more matte, but does not add binder the way
matte mediums do.
Drying Retarder:
Slows drying time, allowing much easier wet blending.
Vallejo
Model Color Matte Medium
Adding matte medium will enhance the matte finish of acrylic paint, increase translucency
and make sure that extreme dilutions for near-transparent layers won’t lose paint film
integrity. With Vallejo, this medium is the same vinyl-base formula as the Model Color Paint
Model Color Gloss Medium
Increases translucency like matte medium does, but adds gloss. Useful for occasional
effects.
Model Color Glaze Medium
Substantially increases translucency, does not lose much of matte finish.
Model Color Drying Retardant (Slow Dry)
Slows drying time, allowing much easier wet blending.
Model Color Thinner
Acts like airbrush medium, in effect a combination of binder and flow aid in a very fluid
consistency.
Game Color Glaze Medium
Substantially increases translucency, does not lose much of matte finish. Uses the binder
from the Game Color line.
Game Color Thinner
Acts like airbrush medium, in effect a combination of binder and flow aid in a very fluid
consistency. Uses the binder from the Game Color line.
Liquitex, Golden and Vallejo also have gels that contain particles useful for adding texture to a
base. I prefer to mix my own using Golden Soft Gel Medium, but there are the pre-mixed
varieties available.
DecoArt Americana
Staining/Antiquing Mediums - Staining/Antiquing Medium can be mixed with any acrylic
paint or ink and applied on lightly primed miniatures as a wash medium. Thin some with
water and then mix in the paint or ink – you can then place the wash in specific areas with
great control. It does take some time to dry so allow piece to dry properly.
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FolkArt Mediums - Glass & Tile Medium
Gives "tooth" to non-porous surfaces to make painting easier. Increases the durability of
paint on glass, tile and tin. I mix 1:1 with Gesso. Really give a great primed surface.
Artist Brand Brushes
Kolinsky Sable Brush Shortage – The US Fish and Wildlife Service has placed restrictions on
the importation of Kolinsky Sable products which is producing a shortage of paint brushes
currently. It just means that you will have to work a little harder to find a good brush but don’t
let that dissuade you – you NEED a good brush.
Look for brushes labeled Kolinsky Sable or Kolinsky Red Sable under Watercolor brushes. If
you look under Acrylic you probably will not find the right brushes. You are typically looking
for brushes labeled Round. You may not need anything larger than a 1 unless you are doing a lot
of larger scale figures. You also don’t need anything smaller than 000.
Arches
Series A-1 – very soft, good point, longer than Series 7 regular
Series A-2 – very soft, designer long-pointed round
Series A-4 – very soft squirrel hair, good for varnishing and washes
DaVinci Maestro** - http://www.dickblick.com
Either Round, Sharp Round, Retouch 5506 - Good spring, excellent point, relatively slender
– Size 3 Round my favorite brush.
Creative Mark - http://www.jerrysartarama.com/art-supply-stores/online/6242
Rhapsody – very fine point with central hair extended, best for very thin paint.
Escoda - http://www.dickblick.com
Supreme Tajmyr 1212 – springy but still soft, longer and more slender than Series 7 regular
Isabey - http://www.dickblick.com
6227 – moderately soft, very fine point, but seated deeper for strong spring and control
6228 – same hair as 6227, but more slender body
Kalish http://www.kalishfinestbrushes.biz/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=SFNT&Store_Code=K
FB
Most I tried from them were poorly made, but other artists have sent them rave reviews
Raphael* http://www.raphael.fr/fr/03nosproduits/Catalogue/Pinceaux/Raphael_Aquarelle.pdf
8404 – soft texture, slightly pointed round (my second favorite brush)
8402 – soft texture, pointed round
8408 – soft texture, long-tapered pointed round
8413 – soft texture, long-full-belly round
8400 – moderately stiff, short spotter-point
Rekab/C and M
Series 3 – moderately stiff true round, slightly shorter than Series 7 regular
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Rosemary & Co.** - http://www.rosemaryandco.com/
Series 33. Pure kolinsky pointed. The new favorite of many professional miniature painters –
this is what we are using for Hobby University classes now.
Scharff - www.artbrush.com
These are recommended by Mathuie Fontaine (http://www.akaranseth.com), an award winning
professional painter
Winsor & Newton - http://www.winsornewton.com/catalogue/index.php
Some miniature painters RAVE about these brushes – I personally don’t not care for them
but they work for some – the regular, in my opinion are better than the miniature as they hold
more paint.
Series 7 (regular) – moderate stiffness, classic round
Series 7 (miniature) – moderate stiffness, fuller body tapering to shorter point
Artists’ Water Color Sable – softer than Series 7, excellent point and spring
Cirrus – slightly stiffer than Series 7, student grade, but available in flats
Hobby Brand Brushes
Imex –
Kolinsky series are very slender, very sharp point, with good durability
Reaper –
Kolinsky sables are mid-range in quality and support of the point, tend to wear a little fast
Vallejo –
Kolinsky sable brushes were good quality, with strong spring and excellent point, but I
haven’t tried them since the source of the hair changed after restrictions on wild-caught
weasels.
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Appendix B:
Airbrush Proficiency Practice Sheet
(Print this page on cardstock for best results)
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Appendix C:
Resin Printer Build Plate Alignment Tool
|
| Cut paper
| at this line
|
|for proper
|width
|
|
|
Loosen and mount plate
|
Tools > Move Z > Home
|
Raise 5mm
|
Insert paper
|
Lower 4-5mm (Paper should be snug)
|
Line up, press plate down with hand
|
Make sure can't pull paper out
|
Tighten grub screw
|
Pull paper out, making sure it pulls evenly.
|
Up 2-3 mm
|
Insert paper
|
Lower 0.1 at a time until you can pull the paper |
out evenly but you can't push the paper back in. |
Go back
|
Z=0
|
|
FEP tuned tension to 275hz to 350hz.
|
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